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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Presidential libraries are sophisticated sites for public memory designed to affirm 

democratic values, convince audiences of each president’s accomplishments, and enshrine a 

leader’s legacy in a favorable light for future generations. Although these memory places are 

consequential for every president, they are pivotal for those only granted one term in office. This 

study explores the ways that the libraries of Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, and George H.W. Bush 

rhetorically elevate the respective presidents in public memory. This study blends traditional 

narrative criticism with calls for ‘field rhetoric’ to examine how the three respective libraries 

utilize space, place, and verbal discourse in order to narrate the most compelling case for why 

each president deserves praise and admiration in public memory. I demonstrate that each library 

invests in different persuasive strategies: 1.) The Ford Library presents him as a victim of 

circumstance by focusing on emotional appeals to pity and nostalgia, 2.) The Carter Library 

excuses his presidential missteps by emphasizing his post-presidential achievements, and 3.) The 

Bush Library lauds his place as the patriarch of a political dynasty created using the American 

dream myth.  
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DEDICATION 

This thesis is dedicated to President Jimmy Carter, who vastly transformed the meaning of the 

post-presidency for the better through his humanitarian work.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

  

INTRODUCTION 

 

On January 2, 2007, friends and family gathered at the Grace Episcopal Church in Grand 

Rapids, Michigan to honor the life of the late United States President Gerald R. Ford. One of the 

eulogists that day was former President Jimmy Carter, a surprising participant considering it was 

Carter who defeated the incumbent Ford in the 1976 election. Many assumed that Ford and 

Carter were personal adversaries because their campaign speeches were rife with barbs aimed at 

one another, including when Carter declared: “Mr. Ford, as far as I know, except for avoiding 

another Watergate, has not accomplished one single major program for this country” (CBS News 

Staff 1). While this comment may seem tame by today’s political standards, it was considered far 

more biting in 1976. The Baltimore Sun described their debate series as “full of strong two-way 

personal criticism” (Furgurson 1). During their first debate, the sound system malfunctioned, and 

the two candidates stood awkwardly at their respective podiums for nearly thirty minutes without 

uttering a single word to one another (CBS News Staff 1).  

Despite their turbulent past, Carter confirmed in his emotional tribute that all frostiness 

between the presidents had thawed. With tears streaming down his face, Carter explained that 

one of his greatest blessings was the unique friendship shared with Ford: “We formed a personal 

bond while lamenting on the difficulty of unexpectedly defeated candidates trying to raise money 

to build presidential libraries” (Carter Remarks at Funeral Service 1). For both Carter and Ford, 
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the shame and stigma of failing to win re-election was compounded by the laborious 

process of building a presidential library, but in doing so, these one-term presidents encountered 

an opportunity, as all presidents do, to craft their legacies through these valuable rhetorical 

institutions. Presidential libraries not only wield the power to occasionally bring past political 

foes together, but more broadly, these institutions stitch the public together by shaping how 

citizens collectively remember and experience the past in the present.  

Public memory scholarship is a vibrant area of research in rhetorical studies that focuses 

on how groups collectively recall and reshape the past based on cultural beliefs and 

contemporary exigencies (Zelizer 215). Presidential libraries are sophisticated sites for public 

memory designed to affirm democratic values, convince audiences of each presidents’ 

accomplishments, and enshrine a leader’s legacy in a favorable light for future generations. 

Benjamin Hufbauer argues that the libraries now act as the primary site of presidential 

commemoration, noting that “libraries have largely replaced monuments for presidents in the 

nation’s capital” (192). The libraries have two historical functions: preserving the documents 

from each presidency in archival fashion, and housing a museum that is dedicated to the life of 

the president (About Us 1). As Carter noted in his eulogy for Ford, one-term presidents face an 

especially difficult battle in this regard – not only are they required to quickly raise enough 

money to build the library, they also must persuade visitors that their presidency was successful 

and deserving of favorable remembrance despite lasting only a single term.   

Benjamin Franklin’s adage that “Lost time is never found again” brilliantly describes the 

trial that one-term presidents face (Franklin 49). America has only seen one president elected to 

two non-consecutive terms, which was Grover Cleveland in the late 1800s (10 Fascinating Facts 

1). Receiving a single term in office means the loss of four years that can never be found again, 
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but it also means the loss of the ability to claim that a president had time to accomplish every 

goal they set. While it is unlikely that any presidents who received two terms attained every goal, 

that does not stop them from claiming that they have made the most of their time. In his farewell 

address, President Ronald Reagan noted: “We weren’t just marking time – we made a 

difference” (Reagan 1). On the other hand, comments about time are often left unmade in the 

farewell speeches of one-term presidents. Instead, they appear in their concession speeches, in 

which they often regretfully address the fact that they did not have more time. In his concession 

speech, President Carter lamented: “I’ve not achieved all I have set out to do” (Carter 

Concession Speech 1). The presidential libraries of modern one-term presidents are particularly 

worthy of study, not only because of the relative lack of prior research on them, but also because 

libraries are the place where one-term presidents attempt to make up for lost time.  

The one-term presidents club is a club that no one wants to join. What the presidents lose 

in time, they seem to gain in embarrassment. In many ways, a one-term presidency is more 

humiliating than a loss as the presidential nominee. Unelected nominees do not get a chance to 

demonstrate their presidential abilities, but one-termers certainly do, and are judged by the 

electorate accordingly. Not only must they face the fact that voters found them lacking, they 

must also grapple with the disparaging “one-term president” label in perpetuity. Carter, the only 

living president featured in this analysis, is still frequently asked about his one-term presidency. 

For instance, a USA Today reporter jokingly asked Carter if he was going to run again in 2020 

(Wu 1). Even death can’t shirk the label, as the Wall Street Journal’s obituary of George H.W. 

Bush proclaims: “George Herbert Walker Bush led the U.S. to a swift and decisive victory in the 

first Persian Gulf War and presided over the peaceful dissolution of the Soviet Union and 

unification of Germany, before a painful recession cost him a second term as president” (Seib 1). 
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Every accomplishment that one-termers achieve comes with an inescapable “but.” This makes 

presidential libraries particularly important for one-term presidents because these entities are a 

rhetorical resource for mitigating the stigma of defeat with new audiences via public memory.  

The conundrum outlined above orients the primary research question of this master’s 

thesis: How do presidential libraries work rhetorically to elevate the status of one-term presidents 

in public memory? Answering this question speaks to the importance of presidential libraries, 

particularly for one-term presidents, because their “final campaigns” must find unique ways to 

argue for historical and cultural relevance (Hufbauer 192). Benjamin Hufbauer also notes that 

“The president has become for some the person who embodies the nation, and the presidential 

library is a material manifestation of this reality” (5). For scholars of rhetoric, public memory 

and political communication, studying the libraries of one-term presidents provides insight into 

the influence that these museums have on the American public in shaping collective identity and 

instilling democratic values.  

The specific desire to rhetorically analyze one-term presidents arose not only because 

they share the aforementioned challenges,  and are far less researched in comparison to their two-

term peers, but also because they are a unique group in the modern era. There have only been 

three presidents since 1933 who ran for a second term and were unable to secure it: Gerald Ford, 

Jimmy Carter and George H.W. Bush. Herbert Hoover was also a one-term president who served 

directly prior to 1933, but he is not included in this research because over four decades separates 

the end of Hoover’s presidency and the beginning of the next one-term president’s time in office, 

while the other three presidents in the study are only separated by Ronald Reagan’s eight years in 

office. Because of the proximity of time, Ford, Carter and Bush faced several similar political 

constraints that are addressed in their libraries.  
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Preview of Chapters 

My thesis unfolds in six chapters. Following this introduction, in chapter three I outline 

the previous scholarship and research methods that guide the analysis. In addition to studying the 

public discourse of each president, the case studies represent my experience as a rhetorical critic 

touring the Gerald Ford, Jimmy Carter, and George H.W. Bush libraries. In total, I visited each 

library twice for the purposes of addressing the question: How do presidential libraries work 

rhetorically to elevate the status of one-term presidents in public memory? Historians regularly 

rank presidents, which provides one-termers with an important opportunity to climb the ladder. 

While my ultimate question for each library is the same, I found that each library uses different 

strategies, with more and less effect, to achieve the goal of making the case that these one-term 

presidents should not be forgotten. Each of the three presidents in my study are separated by 

Socioeconomic background, life experience, struggles in office and political philosophy, but they 

all share the same rhetorical problem that is addressed at their libraries.  

Chapter three discusses my research at the Gerald Ford Presidential Museum – the only 

presidential museum in existence to be located separately from its corresponding library. 

Because of this distinction, it should be noted that this research almost exclusively focuses on the 

Ford Museum in Grand Rapids. Ford was the man that America looked to for healing after the 

Watergate scandal (Greene 1). He was an experienced public servant from the Midwest whose 

goal was never the presidency, yet his statue sits in the rotunda of our nation’s capital, 

surrounded by the likes of George Washington and Abraham Lincoln. His presidency was one of 

the shortest in history at only 895 days (Gerald R. Ford Museum 1). I argue that Ford’s museum 

utilizes nostalgia to make the case that he is worthy of elevation in public memory by 
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encouraging visitors to view him as a victim of circumstance and sympathize with his simplistic 

life and his set of specific challenges.  

Chapter four discusses the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library which sits on the outskirts 

of bustling Atlanta, Georgia, nearly eight hundred miles from the Ford Museum. Carter is the 

Washington outsider that defeated Ford in the 1976 election by promising Americans that he 

would never lie to them (Eizenstat 1). The Carter Library strives to prove that he is a notable 

president not because of the things he did in office, but rather due to all the things that he has 

accomplished afterwards. I assert that the library invites us to consider Carter as the most 

important former president in United States history through a temporal shift that excuses his 

presidential missteps by emphasizing his post-presidential achievements. 

Chapter five focuses on the George H.W. Bush Presidential Library, which sits in a quiet 

spot on the outskirts of the Texas A&M University campus. Bush saw America through the end 

of the Cold War and the beginning of a new kind of war to free Kuwait from Saddam Hussein 

(George H.W. Bush 1). The library primarily focuses on Bush’s status as patriarch in an ongoing 

political dynasty. By focusing on his extensive resume and role as head of one of the most 

notable families in American political history through the lens of the American dream, the 

library argues that Bush deserves an elevated place in public memory.  

Chapter six concludes the study and addresses the implications of this analysis of the 

three presidential libraries. After reviewing the specific rhetorical methods that each of the 

libraries employs to elevate their corresponding president in public memory, I delve into future 

questions that could be answered. These include the first ladies’ exhibits and importance of 

library location choices, and emphasize the need for more research on one-term presidents. This 
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research  also discusses the importance of including researchers in the process of developing 

presidential library exhibits in order to further democracy.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND METHODS 

When then President Franklin Delano Roosevelt christened his own presidential library in 

1941, the first of its kind, he said: “We hope that millions of our citizens from every part of the 

land will be glad that what we do today makes available to future Americans the story of what 

we have lived and are living” (Roosevelt 3). In 1939, Roosevelt launched the concept of the 

presidential library by donating all his personal and presidential documents to the government 

(Library History 1). His collection, and the others that have been donated since, include daily 

schedules, personal journals, and declassified documents relating to the various issues each 

president faced while in office (Library History 1).  

Some media reports claimed that Roosevelt was only interested in creating a monument 

to himself, and while that may be partially true, in the process Roosevelt invented a way to give 

citizens access to his presidential documents for years to come (Library History 1). The idea to 

allow the viewing of his documents eventually expanded to the more than 4,000 letters he 

received each day of his presidency (Library History 1). Today, a visit to the Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt Presidential Library in Hype Park, New York, includes access to all the 

aforementioned documents, a chronological museum walkthrough of his twelve years as 

president and a tour of his childhood home (Library History 1). Roosevelt’s library inspired the 
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thirteen that have been developed since, all housing thousands of presidential records that are 

part of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) (About Us 1). This chapter 

explores the history of presidential libraries and their connection to rhetoric, nostalgia and public 

memory in order to situate the forthcoming analysis. Furthermore, the chapter outlines the 

methods used to assess the public persuasion of each of the three libraries.  

The History of Presidential Libraries 

Sixteen years after Roosevelt finished his library, presidential libraries became an 

American tradition with the passage of the Presidential Libraries Act of 1955, a law requiring 

future presidents fundraise to create their library in exchange for the government providing 

funding for maintenance (Zimmerman 1). Every president since Roosevelt has donated their 

documents and fundraised to create a library. Before the library system was established, 

presidential documents were often damaged, scattered, burned, hidden, or lost to history (About 

Us 1). The libraries provide a secure place for the primary source material representing a 

presidency to be available to visitors and researchers, an implicit statement of the importance of 

transparency in healthy democratic governance. This idea was so popular that President Herbert 

Hoover, who preceded Roosevelt, decided to create a library of his own thirty years after his 

presidency ended (Phifer 1). Almost all presidential libraries are partnered with a foundation that 

raises money for museum upgrades and public programs (Fawcett 16). One example of this is the 

George H.W. Bush Presidential Library Foundation, who describes their mission as “dedicated to 

preserving the historic legacy of the 41st president of the United States of America” (Donate 1). 

These foundations are vital to the creation and renovation of the libraries, and the corresponding 

foundations to each of the three libraries in this study were examined.  
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Despite the interrelationship with government, presidential libraries and their foundations 

are largely independent, able to spend money and develop exhibits as they please (Fawcett 17). 

Furthermore, the library system lacks a streamlined design process. The Presidential Libraries 

Act of 1986 does require that the Archivist of the United States enforce general architectural 

guidelines, but the National Archives website states that “Presidential libraries are constructed by 

private organizations that raise funds from non-Federal Government sources for this purpose” 

(Presidential Library Architecture 1). There is no strict set rules and regulations that govern the 

design of presidential libraries, and consequently, each has their own unique configuration and 

curation approach to depicting the presidency (Mitchell and Kirk, 215). There are currently 

fourteen presidential libraries run by the National Archives, and twenty-six libraries run entirely 

by private foundations or state governments (Presidential Libraries 1). The twenty-six that are 

run without federal government involvement do not have the same goals and general structure as 

the fourteen created through the presidential library system because these presidents were all in 

office before the system was created in 1955. Since the concept of the presidential library did not 

exist, these libraries were created after the death of their corresponding presidents. Therefore, the 

presidents had little direct involvement in the development of the library, and were not alive to 

make decisions about sharing of documents or library design.  

Because the libraries primarily make their own decisions, visitors sometimes assume the 

libraries are run by the president they represent and their family, instead of the National Archives 

(Fawcett 17). While this is not entirely accurate, it also is not too far from the truth. Not only are 

the president and their family typically key fundraisers for the library, they also contribute ideas 

and directions for the construction of the exhibits (Zimmerman 1). For example, The Nixon 

Foundation has four of President Richard Nixon’s family members on its executive board, 
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including his two daughters (Board of Directors: Nixon Foundation 1). Even presidents 

themselves have admitted to carefully overseeing the exhibits. Carter explained in an interview 

that he went through 5,000 pages of diary notes from his presidency to help develop the displays 

(Lohr 1). The substantial influence that the presidents and their families have on the libraries 

proves that these entities are inherently rhetorical inventions strategically designed to encourage 

visitors to think and feel  certain ways that privilege the perspective of the president.  

The influence that presidents and their families exert, coupled with the ambiguity of the 

design process, has given rise to ethical debates over the ideological purpose of the libraries. 

Presidential libraries are valuable educational resources, but some warn that they spin 

presidential successes and failures in ways that are unfaithful to history (Mitchell and Kirk, 215). 

One illustration of this controversy is at the Nixon Library, where tensions ran high over the 

2011 remodeling of their Watergate exhibit (Gumbel, 65). Because many of the foundation 

members saw the new exhibit as partisan against Nixon, the exhibit was put under an extended 

review period before opening – to be reviewed by none other than two of Nixon’s closest 

advisers, Dwight Chapin and Frank Gannon (Gumbel, 65). Although the exhibit was eventually 

approved without changes, this process shows that those close to a president (or even the 

president themselves) closely monitor the messages the presidential libraries present to the 

public. This is just one example of what Mitchell and Kirk call the delicate line “between 

education and propaganda” that these libraries walk (215). The central reason that these 

institutions must carefully balance education with propaganda is their powerful position of 

influence over the large audiences. The latest attendance figures on each of the three libraries in 

this study come from 2014 and show that nearly 150,000 people visited the Gerald Ford and 

George H.W. Bush libraries, and 70,000 visited the Jimmy Carter Library in one year alone 
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(Husain and Bordens 1). These statistics have likely shifted, particularly for the George H.W. 

Bush Library due to his recent death, but updated attendance figures are not accessible to the 

public.  

In the last decade, many presidential libraries have renovated to keep up with 

contemporary political events and ever-changing technology. The Dwight Eisenhower 

Presidential Library recently raised nine million dollars to complete its first renovation since the 

1970s, adding new video features and interactive digital displays (Hollingsworth 1). Another 

example is the Harry Truman Library, which recently closed its doors in preparation for a 

twenty-five-million-dollar transformation that will be the first in the library’s history (Ljungblad 

1). The three libraries in this study have all been at least partially renovated: Ford in 2014, Carter 

in 2009 and Bush in 2007. The George H.W. Bush Library already has plans for another 2021 

expansion that will include coverage of Bush’s death and a replica of Marine One (Wiley 1). 

Renovations will likely continue to be a part of the presidential library system as the libraries 

work to keep up with new technologies and design features to entice visitors.  

Rhetoric, Public Memory, and the Value of Nostalgia 

Memory has been an integral part of the study and practice of rhetoric since antiquity. One 

of the earliest connections between memory and rhetoric appeared in the five canons of rhetoric 

(Burton 1). Rhetoric can be broadly understood as the art of motivating audiences to think, feel, 

and act, and the five canons instruct orators how to create discourse capable of persuading others. 

The canon of memory is concerned primarily with the mental storage and recall of a speech through 

memorization (Burton 1). Classical approaches to memory emphasized the individual capacity of 

recollection, but scholars would later conceptualize memory in social terms. In his 1932 book 

Remembering, Frederic C. Bartlett’s asserted that memory is an art that requires a social framework 
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based on a “collective unconscious,” that shapes public conversations and controversies (Bartlett 

247). Bartlett’s assertion that memory is a shared phenomenon led to further study of the ways that 

rhetoric and memory are interconnected.  

Individual memory refers to the capacity of a single person to recall information, but 

public memory denotes how groups, communities, and nations, recall the past as a symbolic 

resource for identity formation and political action in the present. Barbie Zelizer notes that public 

memory “presumes activities of discussion, negotiation, and often contestation” (Zelizer 214). 

Bodnar echoes Zelizer, adding that public memory deals with crucial societal issues such as 

“organization, structure of power and the very meaning of [society’s] past and present” (Bodnar 

14). Public memory is unquestionably influenced by the social expectations, cultural norms, and 

political leanings of those involved. As such, public memory is much more than the recall of 

information; it is a continuous conversation about the past in response to the needs of the present.  

Public memory is related but different from history insofar that both are interested in the 

past, but public memory is more invested in the manifold meanings of the past than strict 

devotion to what “really” happened. Much of the public discourse on the past is meaningful and 

ideologically consequential regardless of whether the representations are literally true. Thus, 

public memory is inventive because it allows us to “fabricate, rearrange or omit” the puzzle 

pieces of the past to accomplish ideological tasks (Zelizer, 217). Jessy Ohl and Jennifer Potter 

warn that the ability of memory to intermingle with imagination can be problematic at times 

because “irreverent imagination enables cultural forms of forgetting that, although therapeutic in 

design, can be nefarious in outcome” (3). Forgetting is not simply the nemesis of memory, but an 

equal partner. In his book Public Forgetting: The Rhetoric and Politics of Beginning Again, 

Bradford Vivian calls forgetting “memory’s unshakable other, a ghostly counterpart shadowing 
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luminous representations of former experiences” (3). The choice to elevate select material as 

deserving of memory inherently implies forgetting information deemed compromising or 

irrelevant. One of the primary battlegrounds in the melee between memory, imagination, and 

forgetting are the halls of presidential libraries, because the facilities that visitors encounter 

promote a vision of the past that favors the president they are featuring. The promotion of this 

vision often occurs through the omission of mistakes, the scapegoating of opponents, and the 

challenging of conventional wisdom regarding the notable events of their presidency.  

Presidential libraries rely on a litany of tools to persuade visitors to conceptualize the past 

in ways that benefit a president. One tool often used to augment public memory is nostalgia, 

which can be described as a sentimental desire to return to a glorified past (Parry-Giles and 

Parry-Giles 421). President Bill Clinton’s commemoration of the March on Washington 

demonstrates how nostalgia can be a powerful means to achieve political ends.  In the address, 

Clinton references John Lewis, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King Jr. and other pivotal figures 

to talk about forgiveness, redemption, and what it means to be an American. By using the speech 

to bring forth a feeling of nostalgia and talk about redemption along with his own presidential 

success, Shawn Parry-Giles and Trevor Parry-Giles argue that Clinton crafted a masterful 

apologia in the wake of the Monica Lewinsky scandal (Parry-Giles and Parry -Giles, 422). 

Within the context of presidential libraries, exhibits are often used to manufacture feelings of 

“the good old days” through vintage campaign memorabilia, photos and interactive replica 

spaces that persuade visitors that life was prosperous and progressive under that particular 

president. These exhibits are powerful – often because they encourage nostalgia.  

Nostalgia is a particularly prevalent tool in the libraries of one-term presidents attempting 

to make up for the loss of valuable time. It is important to note that nostalgia is invested in 
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creating an impression of the “good old days,” regardless of whether such depictions are accurate 

(Coontz 9). Though these presidents can never regain the four years they lost, they can engender 

nostalgia in presidential library visitors in attempt to emphasize the positives of the four years a 

president ruled. David Lowenthal points out in The Past is a Foreign Country: Revisited that 

until the 1970s, Americans seemed to have a strong desire to keep a firm grasp on the importance 

of the present (36). However, the development of war, technology and the passing of generations 

has made nostalgia “the foreign country with the heaviest tourist trade of all” (36). For one-term 

presidents who feel a particular need to vindicate a crushing loss, a presidential library serves as 

a metaphorical bumper sticker on the back of a car that boasts an image of their face and asks: 

“Miss me?” 

 Public memory is inherently tied to shared group experiences in the present that create 

connection with the past regardless if the people were alive to witness the events directly. 

Dickinson, Blair and Ott explain that “Groups tell their pasts to themselves and others as ways of 

understanding, valorizing, justifying, excusing or subverting conditions of beliefs of their current 

moment” (6). Stated otherwise, public memory is often contingent on collective perceptions of 

the present that are themselves contextualized in relation to how the past is characterize. In this 

way, public memory is, somewhat paradoxically, as interested in the present as the past. David 

Lowenthal notes in The Past is a Foreign Country that the “prime function of memory, then, is 

not to preserve the past but to adapt it so as to enrich and manipulate the present” (Lowenthal 

210). Likewise, presidential libraries work to connect each president to current events to make 

the implicit argument that the former leader is still relevant today, and that their time in office 

carries consequences that reverberate in the present.  
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Public memory is produced through non-verbal communication as much as it is verbal 

communication, and presidential libraries draw from material resources to give memory depth 

and texture. An important piece of the public memory puzzle is its physical embeddedness in 

space, place, and location. Dickinson, Blair and Ott assert that public memory is reliant on 

material and symbolic support to make ephemeral perceptions of the past concrete (10). 

Essentially, the infrastructure of public memory consists of the spaces, places, artifacts, and texts 

that enable audiences to interact with the past. This rhetorical scaffolding is most often found in 

museums, because these are the places that Americans trust more than any other to learn about 

the past (Rosenzweig and Thelen 105). These “memory places,” as Dickinson, Blair and Ott 

state, demonstrate that convincing representations of the past often engage the five senses of 

audiences through recordings, videos, physical movements, historical artifacts, material design, 

and memorabilia (Dickinson, Blair and Ott 29). Their physical makeup of each memory place 

also has its own history that imparts meaning, because many museums constantly transform 

themselves with the advent of technology to present information in entirely new ways. As 

technology has advanced, museums have found new ways to employ space, place and location 

that deeply affect the five senses of the visitor by providing more interaction than ever before. As 

described below, multi-sensorial experience is key to my work as a rhetorical critic as I interpret 

how the exhibits engage audiences to shaped public memory. But before attending to 

methodological concerns, more attention is directed toward the pivotal ways that presidential 

libraries function as memory places for American democracy  

Public Memory and Presidential Libraries 

Perhaps most eminent work that explores presidential libraries and public memory is 

Benjamin Hufbauer’s book Presidential Temples: How Memorials and Libraries Shape Public 
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Memory. Hufbauer asserts that the creation of a presidential library can be interpreted as each 

president’s “final campaign” (192). Of course, “victory” in this campaign  is measured not in 

votes, but in public memory improvement. Hufbauer spends much of his book discussing the 

first presidential library masterminded by Franklin Delano Roosevelt, which is a shining 

example of how the creation of these libraries shifted presidential commemoration (Hufbauer 

34). When Roosevelt died, he was buried at the library which placed him within “a narrative 

circuit of the settings and objects that framed his life” (Hufbauer 34). This eternal resting place 

transformed his library, former home, and collection of documents and belongings into national 

relics. Nearly every president thereafter has also chosen to be buried on the grounds of their 

presidential library (Gravesites of U.S. Presidents 1). Every version of this final campaign 

balances an open discussion of successes and failures and a plethora of propaganda that makes 

the president look nearly impeccable. Hufbauer calls the rhetorical work of these libraries “the 

intercessor between death and societal memory” (198). This is an important point for the 

purposes of this study, since two of the three presidential libraries are for presidents who are 

buried at their libraries.   

A key takeaway from Hufbauer’s research is that these libraries transform the 

accomplishments of the presidents into what he calls “presidential myth” (200). Not only do 

libraries have the power to transform how Americans view each president, they can also shape 

the way that the presidency as an institution is perceived. The creation of presidential myth at 

each library is part of what scholars refer to as a “civil religion” (Roof 294). Essentially, through 

these libraries, the presidency becomes a sacred, almost holy position to be honored by all 

citizens. Vanessa Bowles Beasley notes that this mythos of civil religion has permeated 

American culture in speeches, presidential libraries, and other realms to encourage Americans to 
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“associate themselves with the spiritual significance and grandeur of America’s history” 

(Beasley 49). Hufbauer continues, “One of the most important goals of a presidential library, 

using documents, displays, audio, film, educational role-playing, and interactive video is to 

transform presidential labor into myth, giving it seemingly transcendent value” (198). The 

concept of presidential myth presents itself at each of the libraries in the study through the 

grandiose architecture, interactive exhibits, and the presidential burial places that imbue the 

institution of the presidency with esteem. 

In Presidential Libraries as Performance, Jodi Kanter highlights the rhetorical nature of 

presidential libraries as “accounts deliberately constructed to do particular work in a particular 

place, with particular consequences in mind for visitors” (Kanter 5). She argues that the libraries 

perform using three types of scripts: historical, which focuses on the president’s 

accomplishments in office, representational, which is the version of the historical script that is 

actually acted out through the library, and the cultural script, which tells visitors to the library 

how they are supposed to behave as citizens after visiting (Kanter 6-7). As does Hufbauer, 

Kanter underscores the lasting effects on public memory or legacy that presidential libraries 

attempt to attain. John Murphy and Mary Stuckey point out that “in this reflexive age, a 

president’s legacy is debated, constructed, and reconstructed long before he leaves office,” and 

once the person leaves the office, either willingly or unwilling, I argue that the libraries continue 

this process (47). Because of this emphasis on legacy and the presidency as a reflection of 

American democratic values, every presidential library essentially performs as if the president it 

represents is still alive, both in materiality and in influence. Kanter explains: “Implicitly, the 

entire institution of the presidential library affirms the idea that we ‘haven’t seen the end’ of a 

president’s influence on American life” (Kanter 64). This idea is something that can be 
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witnessed at all three libraries examined in this study as they work to prove that the president 

depicted, whether dead or alive, still has an influence on society.  

Although each library depicts a single president, it does not mean that the library exists in 

isolation. There are often conflicting interpretations of the past between exhibits at different 

libraries that facilitate vibrant debates. Sara Drury and Dale Herbeck explain that “museums and 

memorials privilege particular historical narratives, arguments, and ideologies in their creation of 

public memory—often to the detriment of other interpretations” (175). For example, the 

depiction of “The Great Debates of 1960” at the Kennedy and Nixon libraries were the first ones 

between presidential candidates to be televised, and they marked a transformation in the 

marriage between visual media and politics (Drury and Herbeck 177). The Kennedy Library 

depicts John F. Kennedy as the star of the debates and defines his “winning” them as the catalyst 

that propelled him to the presidency (Drury and Herbeck 182). Viewers of the exhibit stand in a 

mock-up television studio which allows them to feel as if they are in the middle of the action. On 

the other hand, the Nixon Library’s exhibit encourages visitors to watch footage from the debates 

on a small 1960’s television and admits that while Nixon looked unwell and may have been 

unprepared, it is because he was “overtired, underweight, and not fully recovered from a recent 

injury that landed him in the hospital for two weeks” (Drury and Herbeck 182). This example 

shows how the libraries can help define the importance of historical events, but at the same time 

depict them in entirely different ways to meet their own political objectives.  

 As previously discussed, the exhibits and design features in presidential libraries aim to 

engender nostalgia and encourage favorable public memory of the president they depict as well 

as the presidency writ large. In Michael Butterworth’s piece on the George W. Bush library, he 

explores how these institutions can enact the “rhetorical redemption” of a president, an especially 
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relevant concept given the stigma of failing to win reelection (2). I believe that this concept of 

redemption is an easily accessible tool for the presidential libraries of one-termers because “To a 

degree, it seems inevitable that citizens will long for the qualities of a former president they hold 

in high regard and be more forgiving of those they do not” (Butterworth 2). This tendency to see 

a president through rose- colored glasses combined with library exhibits that present Bush 

favorably invite visitors to reconsider his legacy. Butterworth explores how the George W. Bush 

Library’s 2015 baseball exhibit uses the American exceptionalism and frontier myths to support 

the redemption of Bush, who left office with historically low approval ratings (Butterworth 3). 

By using baseball, many of the issues during his presidency are deflected and visitors focus on 

his character during the difficult post-9/11 time (Butterworth 24). Rhetorical redemption can be 

productively applied to the Ford, Carter and George H.W. Bush libraries, as they all left office 

with low approval ratings and faced the similar challenge of finding ways to emphasize their 

redeeming qualities through their libraries. Following the discussion of how presidential libraries 

and public memory work together, we explore the methods used in this study.  

Methods 

This thesis involves an analysis of the ways space, place, and verbal discourse interact to 

tell a president’s story and make a compelling case for their inclusion in public memory. It is 

essential to remember that a presidential library is not confined to the boundaries of traditional 

written text. While many important phenomena studied by rhetoricians occur in the pages of a 

book, or the transcripts of speeches, the libraries are places that bring liveliness to the public 

memory of a president by involving all five senses. They are what Brummett calls “diffuse 

texts,” which are made up of many different element such as signs, words, and pictures 

(Brummett 86). Ott, Dickinson and Aoki go even further by pointing out that “Museums engage 
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visitors not only on a symbolic level through the practices of collection, exhibition, and display, 

but also on a material level by locating visitors’ bodies in particular spaces” (Ott et al. 29). My 

thesis is ultimately an analysis of presidential libraries as rhetorical places of memory, which are 

made up of the “forces, actions, practicalities and exigencies” that coalesce to create an 

overarching narrative (Rai and Druschke 306). A place is a specific area that is “semi-bounded, a 

combination of material and symbolic qualities, and embodied” (Endres and Senda-Cook 259). 

This means that a place is at least partially marked by boundaries and is something you can 

experience (Endres and Senda-Cook 259).  

Endres and Senda-Cook explain the ways that place can be used as a rhetorical argument. 

In their work, this occurs for those participating in a social protest, as they note: “protesters may 

build on a pre-existing meaning of a place to help make their point, such as holding a protest 

event at a state capital so that protesters can direct their message to this symbol of government” 

(Endres and Senda-Cook 259). The strategy of drawing from meaningful physical places to craft 

arguments also applies to presidential libraries, which have carefully chosen locations that often 

relate to the president’s home state, alma mater, or persona. One clear example in this study is 

Gerald Ford, the only president to separate his library and museum. Ford did this so that his 

museum could be in his hometown of Grand Rapids, while his library could sit on the campus of 

The University of Michigan, his alma mater (Gerald R. Ford Museum 1). Places rarely remain 

static and can be redefined through rhetorical activity, and Presidential libraries are often 

redefined places that embody ways for visitors to think about the life of a president. On the other 

hand, a space is a more abstract concept that can consistently change (Endres and Senda-Cook 

259). Endres and Senda-Cook explain that space is a “more general notion of how society and 

social practice are regulated (and sometimes disciplined) by spatial thinking” (260). Although 
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space and place are different concepts, they often work closely with one another. Because of this 

connection, the location choice, outdoor space, architecture, and technological innovation are all 

elements that shape visitor experience, and thus, are incorporated into my research.  

 Presidential libraries act as storytelling machines, and the messages and arguments they 

disseminate are often coded into physical space and place. In her book, Museum Rhetoric: 

Building Civic Identity in National Spaces, M. Elizabeth Weiser introduces the concept of spatial 

narrative to highlight that museum visitors move through a chronological history and a curated 

architectural space at the same time (Weiser 1072). As visitors make their own way through the 

museum and choose to observe the pieces each exhibit in their own order, the influence of the 

museum’s narrative overlaps with the influence of the space itself (Weiser 1072). For visitors, in 

other words, freedom is present, but they are not totally free to move wherever they want. The 

overarching narrative provided by the setup of the space is likely to draw them back in the 

“correct” direction as determined by the museum’s designers (Weiser 1078). Therefore, I 

consciously decided to explore each of the libraries in their traditional narrative order, but not 

without the consideration of  how individual choices can affirm or disrupt the established spatial 

narrative.  

An integral part of the method for this research is interacting with the libraries as both a 

visitor and a rhetorical critic in order to account for the ways that the persuasive power of 

narrative is modulated by sensation. Carole Blair discusses the importance of memory scholars 

immersing themselves in a space when conducting research, asking the question: “What do we 

ourselves lose of an experience by not being present?” (Blair 274). It would be virtually 

impossible to capture the lively rhetoric of presidential libraries without spending time in the 

field to experience the all-encompassing nature of the experience. In Field Rhetoric, Candice Rai 
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and Caroline Druschke suggest “immersing oneself in the dynamic, living, breathing ecologies 

that give rise to rhetoric” (311). The field can be described as “the nexus where rhetoric is 

produced, where it is enacted, where it circulates, and, consequently, where it is audienced” 

(McKinnon, Asen, Chavez, and Howard 153). Exploring a presidential library as an immersive 

rhetorical experience relies on a critical attunement to the textual and physical elements of the 

library, but also the ways that these elements work together. As such, my research involved 

hours of being in each memory place to observe how architecture, design, text, and material meld 

to create larger narratives justifying a prominent status in public memory.  

My method goes beyond traditional walkthroughs of the libraries, and is instead designed 

to critique how a myriad of stimuli, including architectural design, narrative texts and images 

shape audience impressions in ways that are favorable to each president.  The rise of rhetorical 

fieldwork emanated from a “shift toward studying local, ordinary, vernacular, deeply situational, 

and spatial manifestations of rhetoric (and writing) that emerge within everyday life (Rai et al., 

423). My study forwards these interests, as I spent two days at each of the libraries. In the 

process of conducting research, I journaled my experiences, taking hundreds of photos, and 

observing the ways that visitors to the library interacted with the exhibits. I also extensively 

examined the libraries’ promotional materials and websites in order to capture how the physical 

and verbal dimensions of rhetoric interact. Once my raw data was collected, I compiled my 

experiences into field notes, and connected those notes to academic literature to discover answers 

to my research question. Though a great deal of my study involved being immersed in the space, 

text is still a prominent part of the experience because while they are certainly different, verbal 

discourse and materiality blend to form public memory, and in order to examine this symbiosis, 

my experiences in the field works in conversation with the promotional materials and websites of 
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the libraries. My findings are a product of my first-person experiences in each of the memory 

places in combination with academic literature and public discourse.   

This thesis also relies on methods for studying narrative in traditional rhetoric criticism. 

For centuries, people have attempted to persuade one another by telling stories of powerful 

leaders, and this tradition continuous in the halls of presidential libraries. Each of the libraries in 

this study depends on stories about the presidents’ childhood, family, and work life. Kuypers’ 

method of narrative criticism is  useful methodological approach in this case, as it gives 

audiences a way of comprehending what each of the libraries is telling us about the lives of the 

presidents and the presidency in general (Kuypers 126). In order to identify and critique the 

narratives that are present in each of the libraries, I conduct a rhetorical analysis by extensively 

examining multiple material and symbolic facets of each library, including architecture, exhibit 

text and audience reaction, in order to demonstrate how the pieces fit together to create an 

overarching story.  

 Myths are culturally significant narratives that help us understand the world around us. 

Kenneth Burke describes myth as “a narrative terminology of essence” (Burke 200). This 

definition demonstrates how myths work narratively by forging a vocabulary for collective 

identity. A myth is commonly thought to be the same as a legend or tall tale, but communication 

scholar Robert Rowland argues that myths go beyond those terms (Rowland and Frank 42). He 

explains: “[Myths] function to answer the basic questions of human life, setting forth the values 

in the form of sacred and transcendent stories that inform speech and induce action” (Rowland 

and Frank 42). Thus, myths are a particular genre of narrative that attempt to make stories that 

transcend time. Hufbauer’s concept of presidential myth exemplifies this genre because stories 
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told about specific presidents communicate lessons about the destiny of America and its people 

outside beyond any one office holder.    

 Of particular interest in this thesis is how libraries craft rhetorical arguments and 

justifications, through words and objects, for why presidents deserve favorable memory. Walter 

Fisher and Richard Filloy first investigated the idea that stories could act as clear arguments in 

the 1980s (Fisher and Filloy 343). This research led to Fisher’s development of narrative 

paradigm, the idea that storytelling is a more natural form of argumentation. In his piece 

“Narration as a Human Communication Paradigm: The Case of Public Moral Argument,” Fisher 

explains that human communication can be seen as “stories competing with other stories 

constituted by good reasons” (Fisher 6). Fisher also developed the concepts of “narrative 

probability” and “narrative fidelity” as ways to test for “narrative reason” (Fisher 16). Narrative 

probability is the idea that researchers should examine the internal consistency of a narrative 

(Fisher 16). To discover narrative probability, a researcher evaluates whether the pieces of a 

narrative fit together or fall apart because of disorganization, absence of detail, or plot holes.. 

Narrative fidelity is a concept that asks the audience to evaluate “whether the stories they 

experience ring true in their lives” (Kuypers 130). This means that the story resonates with 

previous knowledge. Rather than placing narrative outside of reason, Fisher makes a convincing 

case that narrative contains its own unique kind of reasoning that can be judge accordingly.   

To study the verbal aspects of the presidential library narratives, I applied Fisher’s 

narrative paradigm and characteristics of narrative outlined by Jim A. Kuypers to this research. A 

simple way to begin the process of narrative criticism is to identify the key parts of the story 

which are typically called the “narrative form” (Lewis 297). These parts: characters, setting, plot 

and theme, are the puzzle pieces of the narrative. Characters are vital because their decisions 
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guide the course of the story. For example, every event in the story likely features one or more 

protagonists or “heroes,” as well as an antagonist or “villain” (Kuypers 126). A story’s heroes, 

villains and cast of supporting characters act in ways that reinforce themes and myths within the 

narrative. In his piece of the importance of narrative to the Reagan presidency, Lewis 

foregrounds the importance of America, his audience, and Reagan himself as characters in 

Reagan’s stories (283). Lewis argues, “Reagan has shown that powerful appeals can be made to 

popular belief and popular morality through the narrative form” (297). Similar appeals are made 

through the establishment of a cast of characters in a presidential library.  

One part of narrative form that can be powerful is the setting of the story, which can also 

relate to the material setting in which the narrative is experienced (Rowland and Strain 222). A 

narrative can transport audiences anywhere, whether it be a busy city street or a colony on Mars. 

Setting directly affects the way that people understand a story.  The stories of the three presidents 

will take us many different places, from a farm in rural Georgia to an aircraft carrier in the 

middle of the Atlantic.  

The plot of the story is the third component of the narrative form (Kuypers 127). The plot 

can be found by summarizing the sequence of events in the story. Plots typically escalate up to a 

climax and ensure that the audience does not lose interest as the story progresses (Kuypers 127). 

Outlining the plot can be a gateway into examining the theme or “overall message” of the 

narrative (Rowland and Strain 216). It is essential to remember that some themes are glaring, 

while others are never overtly stated in the story. In his analysis of Theodore Roosevelt’s 

discourse, Leroy Dorsey mentions that Roosevelt’s “storyline offered in much of his discourse 

popularized the themes of frontier manhood—martial virility, moral purpose, and communal 

advancement—and provided solutions to stabilize the country’s seeming disintegration into 
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warring, unproductive, ideological factions” (446). This is an example of how a theme can act as 

a powerful rhetorical tool, which is further demonstrated in the analysis of the libraries.   

After the analysis of form is complete, one must then look at the function of the narrative 

to discover how it affects an audience (Kuypers 127). There are four common functions: keeping 

the audience from losing interest, building a sense of identification between the characters and 

the audience, getting rid of barriers to understanding and relating to needs or values to create 

emotional appeal (Kuypers 129). The last step in the process is to combine the findings from the 

formal analysis with the findings of the functional one (Kuypers 129). This comparison allows 

the critic to assess the story for Fisher’s narrative rationality.  

Examining the form and function of a story allows us to see, in the words of Fisher, 

whether the story “[rang] true in the audience’s lives” (Fisher 14). Basically, one can access if 

the story made an understandable and compelling argument that resonates with lived experience. 

This is where the previously explained terms created by Fisher could be particularly helpful to a 

narrative critic, as well as where myths that the author relied on within the story may present 

themselves. Narrative is performed verbally in the libraries through videos that discuss the lives 

of the presidents, plaques below artifacts that contain stories about them, and interactive artifacts 

that encourage the visitor to be a part of the president’s story.  

In total, the following case studies reflect an analysis of space and place research 

alongside traditional narrative criticism to discover how the presidential libraries of our most 

recent one-term presidents attempt to elevate their status in public memory. In his remarks at the 

opening of his presidential museum, Gerald Ford said of the function of presidential libraries: 

“Unlike the pyramids, their function is not to deify the dead but rather to distill from the past the 

essence of experience that may illuminate the dim path into the future” (Ford Dedication 1). The 
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methodological approach of this research aims to discover how the presidential libraries of past 

one-termers attempt to improve their standing in history, and in the process what these 

restoration efforts teach us about the effect that space, place and narrative can have on public 

memory.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

THE GERALD FORD PRESIDENTIAL MUSEUM 

On August 9, 1974, moments after taking the presidential oath of office, Gerald Ford 

declared that the “long national nightmare” of Watergate was coming to an end (Ford Oath of 

Office 1). His presidency marked a new beginning for America, one that involved a uniquely 

accidental Commander-in-Chief due to Richard Nixon’s resignation. In fact, Ford had only 

become vice president because Spiro Agnew resigned after a tax evasion scandal (Vice President 

Agnew Resigns 1). In his inaugural address, Ford explained: “I have not sought this enormous 

responsibility, but I will not shirk it” (Ford Oath of Office 1). Ford’s sudden ascension to the 

presidency guaranteed him an eternal place in American history, but his one-termer status called 

this standing into question. Eight years after he took the oath of office, the Gerald Ford 

Presidential Museum in Grand Rapids, Michigan, was completed, and today visitors roam the 

exhibits to learn more about the Eagle Scout and football star who unexpectedly became the 38th 

president of the United States (Gerald R.Ford Museum 1).  

Ford’s unique ascension to the presidency and short tenure ensure that his presidential 

museum is worthy of study because of the unique circumstances contributing to his status in 

public memory. Though Ford fervently desired to gain the office of the presidency on his own 

terms, he was defeated by Washington outsider Jimmy Carter in the 1976 presidential election 

(Gerald R. Ford Museum 1). Because of this outcome, Ford only spent 895 days as president, the 

shortest term for a president in modern history (Visser 1). Despite his brief time in the White 
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House, Ford is often credited with restoring America’s faith in the integrity of the presidency 

after the Watergate scandal (Barry & Guadiano 1). The museum uses Ford’s Midwestern values, 

Nixon’s missteps, and Ford’s presidential accomplishments to make the case that he is deserving 

of what Butterworth calls “rhetorical redemption” (Butterworth 2).  

In this chapter, I examine how the museum relies on the interaction between space, place 

and verbal narrative to promote his public memory through nostalgia and victimhood, which 

invites sympathy bordering on the edge of pity.  In early 2019, columnist Brian Harper wrote of 

Ford’s legacy: “Gerald Ford seems destined to be disregarded, with people more curious about 

the unprecedented circumstances under which he entered the White House than any major 

accomplishments he achieved while there” (1). The museum embraces this idea, framing Ford as 

a simple and humble bystander caught up in the nation’s difficult circumstances. As Benjamin 

Hufbauer explains in Presidential Temples, libraries are often seen as “American pyramids” 

meant to reflect the grandiose nature of the presidency, but the Ford Museum takes an entirely 

different approach by using the library to demonstrate his simplicity. First, we examine that 

unique approach before moving on to Ford’s goals and dreams, Ford’s depiction as a victim of 

his circumstances, his rhetorical redemption, and the implications of this analysis.  

The Simple Museum of a Michigan Man  

The location of the Ford Museum is fundamental to the story of Ford’s life and 

presidency. In Field Rhetoric, Rai and Druschke mention that the concept of place is made up of 

“dynamic textures,” meaning that place is made up of a plethora of changing elements that can 

be knowingly felt. (2) The Gerald Ford Presidential Library and Museum embodies this thought 

better than most presidential facilities, because the library and museum are purposely separate 

entities, though they share the same director and staff (Gerald R. Ford Museum 1). This division 
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allows Ford to be memorialized on the campus of his alma mater, The University of Michigan, 

and in the town where he spent most of his young life. This decision helps diversify Ford’s 

presence in public memory because he is memorialized in more than one place. The museum’s 

promotional pamphlet explains: “In placing our facilities 130 miles apart, President Ford created 

a dynamic institution and the only one of its kind in the presidential library system” (Gerald Ford 

Library 1). This break from tradition also demonstrates the institution’s focus on education, 

because it allows the Ford Library to be easily accessible to college students and researchers.  

The separation of the two facilities promotes positive public memory in several respects, 

but it also encourages visitors to think of Ford’s presidency as divided and simplistic. The Gerald 

Ford Museum, which is the primary focus of this chapter, sits on the banks of the Grand River 

and runs right through the heart of Grand Rapids. The museum’s floor-to-ceiling windows allow 

a panoramic view of the skyline of the city to which Ford was so endeared to. The windows also 

provide the museum with a spacious feel, though it is undoubtedly the smallest facility in the 

presidential library system. The other thirteen libraries in the NARA system have generally set 

grandiose expectations that include chandeliers, columns and other elegant décor – but the Ford 

library is simplistic in size and ornamentation. This strategically lowers the expectations of 

visitors from the outset. If the museum was combined with its corresponding library, at least 

another thousand square feet of space would be added to the facility. However, breaking the two 

entities apart allows them to appear understated. Whereas other presidential museums find ways 

to laud their attached archives, the Ford Museum does not boast thousands of files or an elegant 

research room. Instead, it is just a museum, which brings to mind one of Ford’s most notable 

quotes: “I am a Ford, not a Lincoln” (Quotations 1). This metaphor has two connotations: one 

presidential and the other material. The presidential piece of the statement compares Ford’s 
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simplicity to Abraham Lincoln’s acclaim, while the material portion compares the blue-collar 

grit of Ford automobiles to the unapologetic grandeur of the pricier Lincoln versions. The space 

encourages visitors to think about this before they even get through the door through the bold 

blue lettering plastered on the outside of the building reminiscent of the Ford Motor Company. A 

more distinguished looking engraving is typical for presidential libraries, but the blue plastic 

lettering harkens back to a sign one might find on a retro Ford dealership. Naturally, the Ford 

Motor Company’s growth was fostered in Michigan, much like that of Gerald Ford. The lettering 

presents the space as an unadorned and humble homage to Ford, a theme that continues 

throughout the museum.  

The museum’s introductory exhibits depict Gerald Ford as an unabashed Michigan man 

who was chaotically thrust into a new role. Ford was a Michigan congressman and minority 

leader of the House of Representatives when he was suddenly appointed to the vice presidency 

(Gerald R. Ford White House Bio 1). Ford never wanted this position – his dream job was to 

represent Michigan as the Speaker of the House of Representatives (This Day in History 1). A 

mere eight months later, he became president of the United States. The transition was so abrupt 

that Ford allowed the Nixon family extra time to move out of the White House, which meant that 

he spent the first week of his presidency commuting from his home in Alexandria, Virginia 

(Cunningham & Ford 1). Ford’s son Steven reflected on the swift transition in an interview with 

the Washington Post, telling the story of their first meal at home after his father became 

president (Cunningham & Ford 1). He notes: “[My mother] was at the stove, and she goes, 

‘Jerry, something's wrong here. You just became president. And I'm still cooking’” (Cunningham 
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& Ford 1). The layout of the Ford Museum reflects this feeling of confusion and awe that did not 

just apply to the Ford family, but also to 

America, who suddenly had a new 

leader.   

Museum visitors are directed to 

ascend a flight of stairs that suddenly 

leads to the exhibits, which are not 

presented in any obvious order. There is 

a pathway through the museum that is chronological, but one wrong turn makes it easy to end up 

in the wrong place, and several hallways are available for the choosing at any given place in the 

museum. When I visited the library for the first time, I explored three different paths before 

figuring out which one featured the chronological order of events. This is a narrative probability 

issue because it makes the story seem scattered, but it also appears to encourage visitors to 

identify with Ford’s narrative. For a moment, like Ford and the nation after Nixon’s resignation, 

they are thrown into an unfamiliar place and forced to make decisions that could easily lead them 

astray. This is one of the first instances in which visitors are encouraged to sympathize with 

Ford’s situation, but it certainly is not the last.  

The theme of simplicity continues as visitors enter the library. The exhibits at the Ford 

Museum frequently refer to Ford as “The man from Grand Rapids,” and one feature is entirely 

dedicated to his childhood in the city (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). This is where some of the 

characteristic in Ford’s story begin to emerge. In her book For Space, Doreen Massey notes that 

space can be described as “a multiplicity of narratives,” and the Ford Museum certainly 

embodies that description by weaving multiple narrative threads that build Ford’s rhetorical 

Figure 1: Grounds of the Gerald Ford Museum 
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persona as exceptionally unexceptional, beginning with the story of his childhood (5). At the 

start of the “Growing Up in Grand Rapids” feature, a glass case containing Ford’s baby shoes 

and jumper is prominent, along with a photo of baby Ford posing with his mother (1). A heading 

above these items proclaims: “Leslie Lynch King: A Rough Start”, which refers to Ford’s father, 

who he was originally named after (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). Information below the 

heading explains that Ford’s mother divorced King in 1913 after he displayed abusive tendencies 

(Growing Up in Grand Rapids). The display also notes that “Although a successful businessman, 

King never provided financial support to his son” (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). While Ford’s 

biological father is depicted as a villain of sorts in his story, a feature on his adoptive father in 

the same exhibit portrays Gerald Ford Sr. as a hero. The older Ford is described as a “hard-

working, kind” person who became the young Ford’s father figure (Growing Up in Grand 

Rapids). The same adjectives are later used in projections on the walls of the museum to describe 

the character of Gerald Ford Jr. (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). However, visitors’ knowledge 

that Ford grew up with a stepfather does not make up for the seminal tragedy of his biological 

father’s abandonment. Rather than inviting museum-goers to marvel at young Ford’s cuteness or 

distinguishable talents, this introductory exhibit pushes them to ruminate on the sadness of his 

abandonment. This is an overt appeal to the emotions of visitors right from the start. In fact, 

during one of my visits, I watched a child who looked to be about ten years old read the exhibit 

text intently before lamenting to the adults he was with: “I can’t believe his dad left him 

behind!”. This statement echoes the feeling that many visitors likely have as they move on to the 

following exhibits.  

The “Growing Up in Grand Rapids” feature allows the Ford Museum to connect the 

Grand Rapids community directly to the formation of Ford’s character in public memory, which 
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locates the city as the key setting of his life. The rest of the exhibit on Ford’s childhood spends 

time describing the setting of his younger years. It shows snapshots of his family vacationing on 

Lake Michigan, features him posing with his local Grand Rapids Boy Scout troop, and posing 

outside the hamburger shop where he worked his first job (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). The 

exhibit also notes that Ford won the “most popular” award at Grand Rapid’s South High School 

and helped his school win the city championship in football while playing the starting center 

position at fifteen (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). Every glass case and wall adornment in this 

exhibit is bright yellow with navy blue text, which is likely a nod to the colors of Ford’s alma 

mater, Michigan. This distinction is an important ingredient in the library’s recipe to cast Ford as 

a self-effacing figure.  

Identifying Ford primarily as a resident of this low key midwestern city is very different 

from describing him as a resident of 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, or as a retiree living on a 

swanky golf course in southern California. Ford’s time as a congressman and president, along 

with his life in retirement at his $1.7 million desert home, make him seem larger than life. On the 

other hand, Grand Rapids, known for its brewing, manufacturing and Midwestern charm, brings 

Ford quickly down to earth (Grand Rapids 1). Dickinson asserts that places have the power to 

bring forth “emotion-laden memories”, and Grand Rapids certainly does this for Ford, as visitors 

are invited to reflect on his upbringing in the city (4). The power of place is immediately evident 

when one considers the difference between bustling metro Atlanta, the location of the Carter 

Library, and downtown Grand Rapids. Fighting through traffic in a city of over a million people 

is a vastly different experience than a smooth drive through suburban Michigan to get to 

downtown Grand Rapids, where people walking the streets are few and far-between. These self-

effacing themes continue as the museum addresses Ford’s goals and dreams.  
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Ford’s Goals and Dreams  

In his inaugural address, Gerald Ford asserted that “The American dream does not come 

to those who fall asleep” (Lepore 1). Rowland and Jones describe the American dream as a 

“romantic narrative” in which America is depicted as a frontier teeming with possibilities (427). 

To access these possibilities, one does not have to be exceptional – they just have to work hard 

(427). The Ford Museum depicts our 38th president as a man who did not “fall asleep” – he got a 

job as soon as he was old enough, ran for class president and earned a starting position on his 

high school football team (Growing Up in Grand Rapids). The use of the American dream in a 

presidential library is certainly not a new concept, but the Ford Museum’s unique employment of 

the American dream to encourage sympathy is not something I have observed at any other 

library. Rather than using it as a vehicle merely to tone down their displays of the president’s 

supposed providential qualities, the Ford Museum uses the American dream to argue that Ford 

was not exceptional at all.  

The exhibit on Ford’s time at the University of Michigan explains that his “hard work 

and persistence” earned him a position on the football team, a treasurer position in his fraternity, 

and an invitation into a prestigious honor society (University Days). The feature displays a letter 

to Ford from the Green Bay Packers offering him a place on their team and emphasizes that he 

regretfully turned it down and decided to pursue a law degree at Yale instead (University Days). 

By downplaying Ford’s intelligence in exchange for his grit and work ethic, the museum 

suggests that anyone could have had this experience if they had simply been willing to work at it. 

The letter from the Packers sits prominently in a lit case next to some of Ford’s old football 

uniforms, and examining these items reminded me of sitting down with my brother to dig 

through his old baseball trophies and think about what might have been (University Days).  
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If nostalgia was something one could hear, it would be deafening in the football exhibit. 

Employing nostalgia as a rhetorical tool invites visitors to idealize the past in order to 

“find/construct sources of identity, agency, or community, that are felt to be lacking [in the 

present]” (Tannock, 454). In this case, the exhibit uses nostalgia to build identity through 

commiseration. One likely does not consider that someone who ascended to the presidency was 

unable to achieve all their dreams, but the denied invitation to join the National Football League 

reveals that there was at least one dream Ford missed out on. Later in the display, visitors are 

reminded that Ford asked the United States Marine Band to play the Michigan fight song rather 

than “Hail to the Chief” at his appearances (University Days). This inclusion emphasizes Ford’s 

humility and his loyalty to the state of Michigan, but it also suggests something important: even 

as President of the United States, Ford was thinking about what might have been regarding his 

football career.  

Almost immediately after featuring Ford’s time in college, the museum beckons visitors 

into an intimate and dimly lit theatre room that displays only a large movie screen, a 

reproduction of Ford’s Navy uniform, and a replica of the USS Monterey (USS Monterey). A 

placard nearby explains that while Ford was anxious to use his newly minted law degree to serve 

the people of Michigan, he knew he needed to enlist instead in the wake of Pearl Harbor (USS 

Monterey). Presidential libraries could be described as one large narrative made up of thousands 

of molecular anecdotes, and this exhibit is a shining example of that description. Every five 

minutes the lights dim and the story of Ford’s fateful experience on the ship begins. The narrator 

briefly explains that Ford was eventually promoted to assistant navigator on the aircraft carrier 

the USS Monterey, but quickly launches into the story of a dark December day in 1944 (USS 

Monterey). On that day, a typhoon unexpectedly hit the ship, requiring Ford and his fellow 
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ensigns to spring into action to save planes from going overboard and lives from being lost (USS 

Monterey).  

While there is no actual footage of the ship in the storm, the library provides a dramatic 

reenactment that made the children sitting near me in the theater room gasp every few seconds. 

The narrator notes that Ford was integral in preventing further damage to the ship by putting out 

some of the fires that had started during the storm, but that he nearly lost his life when a strong 

gust of wind pushed him overboard (USS Monterey). Luckily, Ford landed on a slippery deck 

and was able to climb back to safety (USS Monterey). The movie ends by explaining that while 

Ford and his ship made it through the storm, 790 Navy personnel were killed (USS Monterey). 

This short feature adds a whole new element to the library’s effect on public memory by 

motivating the audience to wonder: Where would America have ended up without Gerald Ford?  

Telling this story and inviting visitors to ask this question also acts as a unique appeal to 

nostalgia. Parry-Giles and Parry-Giles explain that nostalgia is different from memory because it 

“distorts the past for the sake of affect” (421). While I do not believe that the Ford Museum is 

being intentionally dishonest in their depiction of his heroism and near-death experience, I do 

believe that their Hollywood-esque depiction of the events distort the experience to engender 

nostalgia for a member of what many call “The Greatest Generation.” After all, as I walked into 

the following exhibits that focused on Ford’s political legacy, I could not help but be swayed by 

the thought that his bravery almost cut his life short. Encouraging visitors to think this way 

arguably pushes beyond nostalgia and into compunction. After all, enlisting in the war was 

another of Ford’s sacrifices that meant one of his dreams had to be deferred. The fulfillment of 

one’s dreams is often tied to a heroic narrative, and unsurprisingly, Ford’s dashed dreams act as a 

lead into the museum’s portrayal of him as a victim of circumstance rather than a heroic figure.  
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Ford as a Victim of Circumstance 

In my research at the museum, it became abundantly clear that the key theme of the 

Gerald Ford Museum is that Ford is merely a victim of the battles he faces. This section 

addresses three key concepts that fuel this narrative: Watergate, the depiction of Ford as a moral 

alternative to Nixon, and Ford’s decision to pardon Nixon. The first place in the museum where 

Ford’s victim of circumstance status becomes clear is an exhibit called “Uncertain Times”, 

which follows a feature on Ford’s entry into politics. The exhibit showcases the ups and downs 

of the 1960’s, from Neil Armstrong walking on the moon to the Vietnam protests outside the 

White House (Uncertain Times 1). These turbulent news highlights circle the room in bright 

blue, white and orange, immediately overwhelming the senses. I have been to nine of the thirteen 

NARA presidential libraries, and I have never seen an exhibit use so much color. Here the setting 

of Ford’s story moves from Michigan to Washington, D.C. The plot of the story told at this 

exhibit is a harrowing one, filled with distrust and violence.  

A placard surrounded by photos from the decade explains: “Following Nixon’s re-

election, evidence that his administration knew of the break-in [at the Watergate hotel] began to 

surface, and the public grew distrustful of his leadership” (Uncertain Times). The placard also 

includes the fact that Vice President Spiro Agnew resigned after being accused of bribery and tax 

evasion (Uncertain Times). The overwhelming qualities of this exhibit seem to succumb to 

focusing on the abundance of difficult circumstances that Ford would face as a politician. Ford’s 

overcoming of these circumstances does not seem to be the focus of the exhibit – instead he is a 

victim, shrunken into the background and covered by the chaos.  
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The Shadow of Watergate 

The most consequential circumstance of the 1960s that Ford’s legacy is subverted by is 

Watergate. The museum begins the narrative by painting Ford as a friend to Nixon, but things 

quickly shift after details of the scandal come to light (Uncertain Times). Below a heading 

entitled “The Watergate Story”, a small plaque notes that Nixon “went to great lengths to cover 

up” his knowledge of Watergate and that after a few months he was proven “culpable” by 

evidence (Uncertain Times). A television screen nearby provides small flashes of news coverage 

of the break-in (Uncertain Times). The news coverage, which plays on an old-fashioned 

television screen, is another appeal to nostalgia. Parry-Giles and Parry Giles note: “Nostalgia 

becomes a means for the political rhetor to affiliate their image and character to a distorted, yet 

memorialized aspect of the community’s heritage” (421). This exhibit is distorted because it 

would be impossible to go back to 1972 to set the real scene, but it still reminds visitors of what 

it may have been like. My own parents, who were alive and of voting age during Watergate, 

were immediately sentimental while seeing the faces of Dan Rather and Walter Cronkite through 

the old television. The exhibit also displays a pen light and some wire cutters that were used in 

the Watergate break-in (Uncertain Times). The exhibit suggests that now, Ford is being 

antagonized by a new brand of chaos.  

The feature admits that Ford did defend Nixon during the scandal, but eventually says 

that Ford “knew he could no longer defend the president and finally acknowledged Nixon’s 

guilt” after the tapes were released (Uncertain Times). Despite the exhibit’s assertion that Ford 

acknowledged Nixon’s guilt while he was vice president, there is no evidence to prove this 

statement. However, what we can see is that by making the statement, Ford is immediately 

absolved of any conduct that might make him a villainous character in the museum’s Watergate 
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narrative. Instead, Nixon is the villain and Ford is merely an innocent bystander in a precarious 

position. Despite the fact that Nixon is featured in an unfavorable light, the light casts a long 

shadow where Ford is confined. For a moment, it becomes difficult to tell whether one has 

visited the Ford or the Nixon library. After all, why does the Ford library need the wire cutters 

used during Watergate? In their diligent work to make Nixon the villain of Watergate and 

redeem Ford’s conduct, the museum turns Ford into a victim of the circumstances in his own 

story.   

Ford as a Moral Alternative 

The museum also presents Ford as a passive figure through the continual suggestion of 

him as a moral alternative to Nixon. This narrative begins when the library paints Ford as 

unaware of Nixon’s knowledge of Watergate, but it is perpetuated in an exhibit on Ford’s initial 

thirty-one days as president. The bold-faced description at the beginning of the exhibit explains 

that Ford “promised to meet regularly with the press, and he welcomed to the Executive Mansion 

groups and individuals who had long been ignored” (The First 31 Days) The description also 

mentions that Ford’s key goal as president was to rise above the political upheaval of the 

previous decade.  

The same display shows a photo of Ford that is featured prominently in several areas of 

the museum. In it, Ford is swimming in the White House pool while surrounded by members of 

the media snapping photos of him (The First 31 Days). Despite the array of cameras surrounding 

him, Ford seems jubilant and continues his swim without issue. This contrasts vastly with the 

Nixon administration’s treatment of the media. A 1973 article in The New Yorker explains: “By 

the start of the 1972 Presidential campaign, a very large part of the press had been silenced by 

covert and overt threats from the Administration—chiefly by Agnew’s attacks and by the Justice 
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Department’s prosecution of reporters who refused to act as government agents and informers by 

revealing their confidential sources to prosecutors, judges, and juries” (Harris 1). This dialectical 

tension of Nixon’s closedness versus Ford’s openness continues throughout the library and 

suggests that Ford’s choice of open communication is the moral alternative to Nixon’s strategy.  

The museum certainly emphasizes that Ford felt it was important to earn the media’s 

trust, but it also suggests that Ford realized something even more crucial than that – the need to 

earn the people’s trust. A portion of the museum labeled “Restoring the Peoples’ Trust” focuses 

on this idea, noting that “Ford hoped to earn the people’s trust and set a new tone with Congress, 

the press and the American people by creating a more transparent government, backed by what 

he called ‘straight talk’” (Restoring the Peoples’ Trust). Photographs clustered around the plaque 

that contains this quote show Ford meeting with the press, discussing policy with Democratic 

Congressman Tip O’Neill and signing an Executive Order that led to more oversight of the CIA 

after a slew of reported intelligence abuses (Restoring the Peoples’ Trust). Once again, this 

contrasts heavily with the policy of Nixon, who threatened the press, was often unwilling to 

compromise and who collaborated with a retired CIA agent to accomplish the Watergate break-

in (Presidential Impeachment Proceedings 1). The tension of openness and closedness presents 

itself once again and the further one wanders through the exhibits; the more Nixon and Ford 

seem to be entirely different characters.  

The final way that the museum incorporates the theme of Ford as a moral alternative to 

Nixon involves an entirely new dialectical tension – frivolity versus simplicity. A 1973 article 

from the San Francisco Examiner outlines how Nixon took advantage of real estate investments 

and tax deductions to become a millionaire while he was president (How Nixon Became a 

Millionaire 1). During his time in the White House, Nixon added chandeliers that cost upwards 
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of 22,000 dollars to the state dining room and had a one-lane bowling alley constructed in the 

basement (Bolluyt 1). On the other hand, an exhibit on life in the Ford White House explains that 

“When Jerry and Betty Ford moved into the White House, they brought with them a relaxed and 

informal atmosphere” (Setting A New Tone in the White House). Nearby are photos of Ford 

playing golf and running around with his golden retriever, Liberty, on the White House lawn 

(Setting A New Tone in the White House). The feature suggests that Ford brought a new level of 

simplicity and straight forward honestly to the presidency.  

As aforementioned, in his speech after being sworn in as vice president, Ford once 

quipped: “I am a Ford, not a Lincoln”, and this working-class sentiment can be seen throughout 

the museum, including on several items in the gift shop (Quotations 1). While Ford meant to 

communicate that he would never have the speaking ability of Abraham Lincoln, his phrase had 

a clear double-meaning to Americans. The museum illustrates that while Nixon went above and 

beyond his power with Watergate, Ford simply did his duty, which is something that visitors to 

the library can likely relate to as it reflects the working-class ethos of Michigan. This comparison 

also returns us to the notion of simplicity and is an interesting contrast to many of our former 

presidents, who boasted net worth numbers in the millions. This “Ford Not a Lincoln” phrase 

used throughout the library reminds us that Ford was not that kind of man. The museum does not 

boast any chandeliers or golden trophies, but is instead full of keepsakes from Ford’s life. The 

paint cans from his father’s store, his Michigan football uniform and the trinkets on his old desk 

remind visitors that our 38th president was, in fact, “just a Ford”.  

The Distraction of the Pardon 

A third way that Ford is depicted as a victim of circumstance in the museum is through 

its depiction of his pardon of Nixon. In his two-and-a-half years as president, Ford dealt with a 
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slew of domestic and foreign policy issues that the museum tackles – but the most monumental 

of them all was what to do about Nixon after Watergate. Ford ultimately decided to grant him a 

full pardon, which many believe to be the key reason that he lost to Jimmy Carter in the 1976 

presidential election (Gerald R. Ford White House Bio 1). The museum features a copy of the 

pardon next to the actual ink pen used to sign it, noting below the artifacts: “A pardon would 

jeopardize Ford’s political standing” (The Pardon: Proclamation 4311). The plaque also explains 

that allowing for a trial might distract “[Ford] and the nation from addressing pressing needs” 

(The Pardon: Proclamation 4311). A new exhibit entitled “Evolving Perspectives” begins just a 

few feet from the glass box containing the pardon, and it has two separated sides (Evolving 

Perspectives). One side is labeled “In Defense” and contains letters and comics from those who 

supported Ford’s decision to grant the pardon (Evolving Perspectives). The other side, labeled 

“In Opposition”, contains similar artifacts, but this time they are from people who are furious 

about Ford’s decision. Below one of the angry letters, a small addendum explains that “The 

White House switchboard was swamped with telephone calls after Ford announced the pardon, 

with a great number of callers opposing the decision” (Evolving Perspectives 1). While the 

museum certainly does not gloss over the anger that Ford’s pardon engendered, the narrative 

does suggest that Ford acted as a martyr and “took one for the team”, the team being the country, 

when he chose to pardon Nixon by mentioning that a trial would have been bad for the nation. 

This is yet another example of Ford acting as a victim of Nixon. After all, can you really be the 

star of the show if what you’re remembered for is almost entirely about someone else?  

An electronic kiosk close to the exhibit on the pardon calls for museum visitors to 

become a part of the narrative and put themselves in the place of Ford when it comes to the 

pardon. This type of interaction can be powerful, because most of the museum involves a more 
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one-way education about the president. In his book Persuasive Games, Ian Bogost asserts that 

“Political video games are characterized by procedural rhetorics that expose the logic of a 

political order, thereby opening a possibility for its support, interrogation, or disruption” (90). 

When a visitor becomes a part of the narrative, they are challenged to think about what they 

might have done if they were president. The interactive exhibit shows news stories that discuss 

the support and anger from Ford’s staff and the public, as well as footage from Ford’s testimony 

before Congress after the pardon (Pardoning Nixon 1). After examining as much of the 

information as they prefer, visitors move to the next screen and are asked: “Do you believe that 

when a head of state resigns over criminal accusations that they suffer more than an average 

citizen?” (Pardoning Nixon 1). The three possible answers are “Yes, I agree”, “Maybe, but 

everyone must be tried to ensure equal justice” and “No, I don’t think leaders suffer more… they 

should be tried like everyone else” (Pardoning Nixon 1). After a visitor answers, the screen 

changes to show the statistics on how other visitors have responded (Pardoning Nixon 1). When I 

attended, 47 percent said “Yes”, 22 percent “Maybe” and 30 percent “No” (Pardoning Nixon 1). 

This feature takes the easy road by avoiding the direct question of whether Nixon should have 

been pardoned, and instead asks visitors to imagine the emotional pain and suffering he may 

have gone through. This emphasizes Nixon as the key figure in the exhibit by asking visitors to 

identify with him rather than Ford. This theme continues in the next featured section of the 

library, wherein Nixon acts as the key to Ford’s rhetorical redemption.  

Rhetorical Redemption of the Man from Grand Rapids 

In the post-presidential portion of the library, Ford toils in the shadow of Nixon once 

again, as Nixon is the key to his rhetorical redemption. After a short feature on Ford’s election 

loss to Jimmy Carter, visitors are beckoned into a small and dimly-lit room to learn about his 
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post-presidential life. The exhibit room is entitled “Citizenship by Example”, but it is really all 

about redeeming Ford as a president. The first thing likely to catch one’s eye is a large photo of 

Ford with fellow presidents Carter and George H.W. Bush (Citizenship by Example 1). Next to 

the photo is a television screen that rolls a video on Ford’s accomplishments and features 

interviews with former Secretaries of State Henry Kissinger and Colin Powell, former Presidents 

Jimmy Carter and George H.W. Bush, former Senator Ted Kennedy, former Secretary of 

Housing Carla Hills (Citizenship by Example 1). Senator Kennedy lauds Ford for “having the 

courage” to pardon Nixon as tape of Ford receiving the Profiles in Courage Award rolls. The 

video closes with a short interview of Ford’s White House photographer David Hume Kennerly, 

who says that Ford was “Not for politics, but for doing the right thing” (Citizenship by Example 

1). One corner of the room shows photos from Ford’s post-presidential trips to represent the U.S. 

aboard and artifacts from his charity golf tournaments, while the other corner acts as a trophy 

case for his awards (Citizenship by Example 1). The most prominently featured is the Profiles in 

Courage Award – a plaque near the award reminds visitors that it was given to Ford for “the 

courage and foresight he demonstrated in pardoning Richard Nixon” (Citizenship by Example). 

In his essay on the George W. Bush library, Michael Butterworth demonstrates how a narrative 

can “symbolize retrospectively the totality of the man’s character in trying times” (24). The Ford 

Museum does the same thing through its focus on the Nixon pardon. It works to remind visitors 

that Ford’s decision was so unpopular that it likely lost him re-election, but even his political 

foes have recognized in hindsight that it was the right thing to do. The video of political friends 

and foes speaking highly of him combined with the trophy case of prestigious awards encourages 

visitors to immortalize Ford as one of America’s heroes, primarily because he chose to pardon 
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President Nixon. Once again, Ford is a simply a victim of circumstances, because Nixon is 

presented as the conduit through which his rhetorical redemption was achieved.  

After experiencing the only exhibit on Ford’s post-presidency, visitors are beckoned into 

two small hallways. One is filled with photos of Ford and his wife Betty, and the other contains a 

television screen and several benches (Lasting Legacy 1). The television screen plays C-SPAN 

footage of Ford’s 2003 funeral on a loop, encouraging visitors to feel as if they are saying 

goodbye once again. This exhibit works to make visitors realize that Ford had a lasting on the 

nation – but on Michigan in particular.  

The perimeter of the room with the funeral 

footage is brimming with artifacts sent by those 

mourning the passing of President Ford. There are 

letters, t-shirts, footballs, football helmets, golf balls 

and more – and they all came from Michigan 

residents. It is here that we are reminded one final 

time that Ford was a Michigan man. His dream was 

to represent Michigan and ascend to House 

Speakership, but instead he ascended to the highest 

office in the land. The large windows surrounding 

the exhibit allow visitors to look out onto the burial site of President and Mrs. Ford, which sits 

along the banks of the Grand River. This is an example of a texture, in which “spaces, times, 

materialities, memories, and projections into the future are knit together (Dickinson et. al, 10). 

The memories from Ford’s life and funeral along with the materialities of the objects mourners 

left behind motivate visitors to think of Ford fondly, but the view of his grave that extends out to 

Figure 2: Memorabilia left by mourners at the Ford Museum. 
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the Grand River and the skyline of the city motivates visitors to think about what Ford’s legacy 

means to their own future.  

Implications 

The Ford Presidential Museum patently employs narrative form to make a case for Ford’s 

favorable position in public memory. Ford, his family, and the people of Grand Rapids are 

illustrated as everyday heroes, while Ford’s biological father and Richard Nixon are overt 

villains. The settings of Grand Rapids, The University of Michigan and Washington, D.C. are 

prominent parts of the exhibits that help portray Ford as a simplistic background character. The 

overall plot is one of an unassuming man who suddenly became president. In the end, one key 

theme arises: Ford as a self-effacing victim of his circumstances, and deserving of our 

appreciation for doing his best to overcome them.  

The museum suggests that a common thread inextricably woven into Ford’s story is 

victimhood. This is highlighted by noting that he was abandoned as a child, suggesting that he 

gave up his football dreams and almost died in World War II, and foregrounding Richard Nixon 

as his constant antagonist. This structure, while emotionally laden, is problematic with regard to 

narrative fidelity, which is all about whether the narrative “rings true” with audiences based on 

lived experience (Fisher Narration 14). This is difficult, because the story told about Ford is in 

direct conflict with the historical connotation of the presidency. In Presidential Temples, 

Benjamin Hufbauer explains: “The presidential library reflects the extraordinary power of 

modern presidents” (3). Whereas most of the libraries do reflect this exponential increase in 

power, Ford’s suggests that he was not powerful at all. This makes the museum stand out from 

the other libraries in the NARA system because it is less a  presidential temple, and more a 

presidential building. This is damning for Ford’s public memory prospects, because it does not 
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project the nobility and strength that Americans want to see from their presidents. Plenty of 

museum-goers can relate to the abandonment, deferred dreams, and difficult circumstances that 

Ford faced. But do we really want to be able to “level” with our presidents? Not entirely. 

Hufbauer notes that “The president has become for some the person who embodies the nation, 

and the presidential library is a material manifestation of this reality” (5). Visitors spend their 

time at the Ford Museum learning that in a lot of ways, he is just like them, and unfortunately, 

that can generate discomfort.  

Lastly, the overall narrative of the Ford Museum is perilous for his public memory 

because it is not really about him. Ironically, after perusing a building chock full of his pictures  

and quotes, visitors might understandably assume that Ford’s library is really about Richard 

Nixon. After all, Nixon is part of the narrative from Ford’s vice presidency to his death, and that 

is nearly the entire museum. A 2007 piece published in Newsweek days after Ford’s death said 

that years after Ford’s pardon he was “seen as a real-life Jimmy Stewart figure, a regular guy 

whose heartland decency shamed the Washington pols” (Thomas 1). Ford’s presidential success 

rested on his decision to pardon Nixon, and his post-presidential redemption did, too. The only 

place one would hear more about Nixon is at his own library in San Clemente, California, but I 

walked away from the Ford Museum feeling as though the Nixon Library might have created an 

annex in Michigan. Sure, Nixon is portrayed primarily as a villain, but he is still the bride to 

Ford’s bridesmaid. The museum suggests that Nixon holds all the cards in regard to Ford’s fate 

in public memory – and it makes a convincing case. By painting Ford as a tragic figure who 

ascended to the highest office in the land by pure happenstance, the Ford Museum almost 

encourages audiences to forget him. The next chapter, which focuses on the Jimmy Carter 
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Presidential Library, addresses how visitors are similarly asked to forget, but only so that they 

can focus on Carter’s post-presidential accomplishments.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE JIMMY CARTER PRESIDENTIAL LIBRARY 

Nearly forty years have passed since Jimmy Carter lost his bid for re-election, but when 

the subject comes up in interviews, Carter still refers to the loss as his “involuntary retirement” 

(Cole 1). His presidency was rife with struggles, including an energy shortage, soaring inflation 

levels and the Iran hostage crisis, and his landslide defeat in the 1980 election was cemented 

when an exhausted-looking Carter admitted his grief on national television by saying, “I 

promised you [the American people] I would never lie to you, so I can’t stand here and say that it 

doesn’t hurt” (Carter Concession Speech 1). However, as his presidential library argues, Carter 

did not really retire after this political setback, he more accurately changed his job description 

from national politician to global humanitarian.   

Immediately after leaving the White House, Carter began working on the creation of The 

Jimmy Carter Presidential Library, a 40-acre plot 

of land in Atlanta, Georgia, dedicated to his legacy 

(About Us 1). However, the American people and 

the media already held strong opinions about his 

legacy. In January of 1981, The Salina Journal 

posted a reflective article regarding the Carter 

Presidency featuring a comic depicting an 

underwhelmed Carter sitting at his desk in the Oval Office (Kraft 4). Rather than addressing the 

Figure 3: Comic in The Salina Journal, January 1981 
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large stack of papers on his desk, he is instead putting them into a box labeled “Hold for Reagan” 

(Kraft 4). In the days immediately after his presidency, Gallup polls indicated that Carter held 38 

percent of public approval (Presidential Approval Ratings 1). Carter’s next job after the 

presidency was centered on transforming his frayed legacy as an ineffectual failure to beloved 

humanitarian of great accomplishment.  

As previously mentioned, Hufbauer describes the presidential library as the “final 

campaign,” and in this chapter, I argue that the Carter Library attempts to elevate Carter’s place 

in public memory through a temporal shift that excuses his presidential missteps by emphasizing 

his post-presidential achievements. In this chapter, I examine how the architectural features of 

the library, along with its presidential and post-presidential museum sections, coalesce to elevate 

President Carter’s position in public memory by drawing audience attention to Carter’s life after 

leaving the White House. This chapter addresses the library’s attempt to improve public memory 

of Carter first through location and architecture, and then through an emphasis on his freedom 

from the presidency. Later, the chapter looks at the library’s interactive post-presidential 

exhibits, Carter’s post-presidential shift from national to global perspective, and the presidential 

exhibits that provide key context to the post-presidential features. Lastly, the chapter tackles the 

public memory implications of the library.  

Georgia (and Peace) on Carter’s Mind  

 Realtors often stress the importance of location, and the same concept applies to the 

Carter Library. The visitor experience does not begin when walking into the library because 

there is plenty to observe while strolling through the parking lot and surrounding grounds. 

Endres and Senda-Cook note that place is “a combination of material and symbolic qualities,” 

and place in relation to the Carter Library is no exception (259). The material location of the 
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library is Atlanta, Georgia, but Carter could have chosen to build his library in his hometown of 

Plains, Georgia, which has a population of roughly 800 people (About Us 1). Instead, he decided 

to locate his library in Atlanta, which boasts a metropolitan area population of nearly six million 

and a major international airport. While the library does not directly address this decision, it 

often gestures toward Carter’s humble upbringing in Plains. The decision to build in Atlanta 

makes the library distinctly separate from Plains, where he still primarily resides, but it also 

elevates him in public memory by making his library more accessible and recognizable to the 

public. The battle over where to locate a presidential library is nothing new – just a couple of 

years into President Obama’s first term, Hawaii and Illinois were already actively vying for his 

presidential library (Lee 1). Although focus groups are usually created to debate locations, the 

president ultimately makes the final decision (Lee 1). The choice that Carter made alludes to the 

fact that in his post-presidency, Carter has largely chosen to position himself as a global figure in 

his humanitarian work.  

One thing that is apparent when driving up to the library is that it shares office space and 

grounds with The Carter Center, and visitors can make an appointment to see the facilities and 

learn more about the center’s work (Our Mission 1). In the post-presidential section of the 

library, under a photo of the center’s groundbreaking in 1981, the exhibit explains: “Today, the 

center supports programs enhancing peace and health throughout the developing world” 

(Advancing Human Rights). Every presidential library is supported by a foundation, but The 

Carter Center is entirely different than your typical fundraising platform. The center’s website 

notes that its mission is “To prevent and resolve conflicts, enhance freedom and democracy, and 

improve health” (Our Mission 1). In his memoir A Full Life, Carter mentions that he briefly went 

into debt in order to build the library and attached center: “I was not interested in just building a 
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museum or storing my White House records and memorabilia; I wanted a place where we could 

work” (Carter 207). This conception of what a presidential library could be makes the Carter 

Library and attached Carter Center a unique case study. While most libraries focus almost 

entirely on the past, Carter’s focuses on the work that is ongoing. This is a radically different 

approach to the concept of a presidential library, and it changes the meaning of the space. Shome 

notes that space “functions as a technology . . . of power that is socially constituted through 

material relations that enable . . . specific politics” (Shome 40). The Carter Library and attached 

Carter Center demonstrates this idea by acting as a space that encourages visitors to think about 

global inequality and environmental issues, but also recruiting visitors to join their mission to 

make those ideas a reality. As visitors exit the exhibits, they are solicited to donate to the Carter 

Center and sign up for its monthly newsletter. Many presidential foundations are simply 

extensions meant to fundraise for their attached library, but it appears as though the Jimmy 

Carter Presidential Library is instead an extension of The Carter Center.  

The symbolic aspect of place is also crucial to the Carter Library. Though it is located 

just five minutes from the hustle and bustle of downtown Atlanta, the library seems like it is in a 

totally different area. The wailing of sirens, honking of horns and crowded streets fade, and are 

replaced with serene ponds, Japanese gardens and expanses of flowering trees. The thirty-five-

acre lot on which the library sits is a memory place designed to exude peace amid a raucous city. 

Dickinson explains of memory places: “These places evoke a whole range of emotion-laden 

memories while providing the possibility for bodily participation in the evocation of the 

memory” (4). The scene set-up by the library calls for visitors to embody Carter’s final remarks 

in his inaugural speech: “I would hope that the nations of the world might say that we had built a 

lasting peace, built not on weapons of war but on international policies which reflect our own 
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most precious values” (Carter Inaugural 1). The tranquil scenery invites visitors to think about 

one of Carter’s biggest presidential and post-presidential goals: peace.  In his own memoirs and 

his presidential library, Carter is characterized chiefly as a peacemaker. In fact, in an interview 

with Read the Spirit Magazine, Carter explains: “In the Sermon on the Mount, Jesus said those 

words: ‘Blessed are the peacemakers for they shall be considered children of God.’ And that’s a 

part of my current life as well as when I was in the White House” (Crumm, 1). The Carter 

Library’s most poignant theme is peace, and its mission is to motivate visitors to believe that 

Carter is still a relevant figure in the work toward peace.   

The grounds of the library also provide an epideictic space for commemoration. Dotted 

along the path around the ponds are memorial plaques for several of Carter’s presidential staffers 

who have passed away, including Chief of Staff Hamilton Jordan and Press Secretary Jody 

Powell. The path cuts off when it reaches a vast area filled with pine trees, which could 

potentially be where President Carter and his wife Rosalynn will be buried. This lack of 

completion is an evident representation of Carter’s unfinished legacy. Instead of leaving the 

outdoor grounds with a feeling of closure, museum-goers leave wondering what comes next. 

This is an important theme of the library’s overall narrative: Jimmy Carter is not finished yet. 

This is strikingly dissimilar from the Ford Library, where the grounds lead visitors to his grave 

and one leaves feeling that his story is complete.  

The architecture of the library significantly affects the layout of the indoor exhibits and 

the ways that visitors come to experience and interpret Carter’s legacy. While the place of the 

library communicates peace as a symbol, the architecture of the library, combined with its 

overarching message, gives the message of peace materiality. Zagacki and Gallagher note that 

this “move from symbolicity to materiality involves a shift from examining representations (what 
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does a text mean/what are the persuader’s goals) to examining enactments (what does a text or 

artifact do/what are the consequences 

beyond that of the persuader’s goals)” 

(172). This point is crucial, because the 

architecture of the Carter Library is 

consequential to visitors regardless of 

original intent. As visitors walk toward 

the front door of the library, they are 

greeted with all 50 state flags united in a circle. It is also notable that the library and surrounding 

Carter Center buildings were constructed as circles, which are often used to show unity, 

wholeness and the cyclical nature of time (Circle 1). The circular architecture in combination 

with the verbal messaging of the exhibits work in tandem to highlight Carter’s theme of peace.  

The circular nature of the library is obvious from the outside, but it is also clear to visitors 

as they move through the exhibits. The layout works to “herd” visitors as it is nearly impossible 

to walk through the library in any order other than the one that is designed, which greatly 

emphasizes the post-presidency. Visitors begin their experience with a short movie about the 

Carters, move through an exhibit on his early life and then are guided toward a short feature on 

his presidential campaign. After that, the Oval Office exhibit and a short synopsis of the 

inauguration beckons visitors into the presidency portion of the library. As the path moves 

toward the presidency exhibit, the ceilings gain height and the circular nature of the room 

becomes more obvious. The exhibit on the presidency is a large circle featuring grand 150-foot 

ceilings, which seem to emphasize the importance of the president’s role. The path then guides 

visitors to an extensive feature on the Camp David Accords, where the ceilings immediately drop 

Figure 4: Aerial view of The Carter Library, Courtesy of Getty Images 
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to regular height for the rest of the museum. The circular nature of the library’s design allows 

visitors to start their exploration in the gift shop, but also to finish it there. Although the post-

presidential exhibits are the final ones featured before the gift shop, they are the most pivotal, 

partially because they depict Carter’s freedom from the presidency.  

Freedom from the Presidency 

The final portion of the library is entirely dedicated to the post-presidency, and it presents 

Carter’ post-presidency as its own beginning. On one of my visits to the library, I was just steps 

behind a middle-aged couple as they entered the post-presidential section. As they took in the 

space, the woman leaned to the man and declared: “They’re going to need more room for 

everything he [President Carter] is doing!” After all, Carter has penned 32 books, mediated 

conflicts in ten different regions of the world, helped cure Guinea Worm Disease, and observed 

over a hundred foreign elections (Jimmy Carter Improves with Age 1). Despite the suggestion 

that the library may need to add another wing to be able to address the entirety of Carter’s 

humanitarian work, the post-presidential exhibit space is already abundant. It is also the only 

area in the library that has an entirely open layout – nothing is walled-off and it is easy to move 

from one portion of the exhibit to another without having to backtrack. The rest of the library’s 

exhibits were walls or maze-like structures, so the openness of the post-presidential section 

allows visitors to feel more freedom in their exploration. In the first chapter of his memoir 

Keeping Faith, Jimmy Carter admits of Ronald Reagan’s inauguration day: “I was overwhelmed 

with happiness – but because of the hostages’ freedom, not mine” (Carter, 16). Despite Carter’s 

initial disappointment at his newfound freedom, the bright colors and openness of the post-

presidential exhibit space suggest that happiness can come with unexpected freedom. This 

encourages visitors to see Carter’s post-presidential role as a positive opportunity rather than a 
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hindrance. The library’s interactive exhibits, which come next in the museum, also push 

museum-goers to view his role this way.  

Saving the World with the Carters 

 The library’s interactive exhibits allow visitors to “save the world” alongside the Carters. 

The only two interactive exhibits in the entire library appear in the post-presidential section. 

They allow visitors to feel as if they are traveling with Carter on his many humanitarian 

expeditions. The post-presidential features push people to think about the vast amount of time 

that Carter has had since he was president to influence the world in a positive way. Tangentially, 

many presidents attempt to avoid the limelight after leaving the White House. Think back to the 

previous chapter on the Gerald Ford Library, where the exhibits nearly went from his 

presidential election loss to his funeral, with only one small room in between for the post-

presidency. The space also shifts dramatically from encouraging nationalist thinking to globalist 

thinking. Carter echoed this idea when asked in a 2002 interview with Globalist Magazine why 

he decided to become a global politician: “I decided to capitalize on the influence I had as the 

former president of the greatest nation of the world — and decided to fill vacuums” (Jimmy 

Carter: A Noble Man 1) Maybe the White House was actually holding Carter back as his real 

sphere of influence is the entire world. It seems as if he only needed one term of presidency for 

the recognition, and then he was off to change the world in a more profound way than when in 

office.  

The first interactive exhibit is called “Around the World with the Carters”, and features a 

wall filled with snapshots from the Carters’ passports along with several of the countries they 

have visited in bold letters. On the ceiling above the exhibit are several scrolling message boards 

that feature pieces of information about each of the trips the family has taken, such as the fact 
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that they once spent 52 days in Sudan building privies (Around the World with the 

Carters).Three rows of plane seats sit in front of a large television screen that shows a short film 

during which viewers “fly with” the Carters around the globe (Around the World with the 

Carters). First, viewers head to Ghana and watch the ways that the Carters have helped cure 

Guinea Worm disease, then they head to North Korea and talk with then-leader Kim Il Sung to 

help prevent war with South Korea (Around the World with the Carters). Then, viewers are 

whisked away to Cuba to watch the Carters meet with Fidel Castro to throw the first pitch at a 

baseball game with no security (Around the World with the Carters). Next, the Carters go to 

Ethiopia to build outdoor toilets for the Ethiopian people that will help prevent River Blindness 

(Around the World with the Carters). Finally, viewers get to see President Carter sing “Georgia 

on my Mind” with Willie Nelson in Norway after accepting the Nobel Peace Prize (Around the 

World with the Carters). This exhibit shows a relaxed and happy Carter who seems to be 

accomplishing much more than he did during his presidency. The exhibit echoes what Carter 

says at the end of A Full Life when he notes: “Rosalynn and I have visited more than 145 

countries, and both of us are as active as we have ever been” (Carter 238). It feels like Carter’s 

one-term limitation did not matter – now he has all the time he needs to change the world.  

The second interactive exhibit sits in the middle of the post-presidential section of the 

library. It is a large table made up of three circles that are filled with bright blue and green 

projections (Welcome to the Carter Center). Visitors can walk up to the table and virtually join 

with Carter’s charitable foundation, The Carter Center, to help people around the world 

(Welcome to the Carter Center). Those playing the game receive a passport, e-mail inbox and an 

unlimited amount of flying time that can be used to “Strengthen democracy in Liberia”, 

“Eradicate Guinea Worm disease in Ghana” or “Advance Human Rights in the Congo” 
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(Welcome to the Carter Center). Once the player chooses a destination, they are presented with 

some tough decisions, such as choosing what medicine to use to cure Guinea Worm disease and 

deciding how to monitor elections properly in Liberia (Welcome to the Carter Center). Players 

can click informational boxes that will help them learn more about the process and make the 

correct choices that lead to helping the world (Welcome to the Carter Center). If their missions 

are successful, players will receive thankful e-mails from those they helped overseas (Welcome 

to the Carter Center). On one of my trips to the library I observed a family with several children 

under the age of ten playing the game. Not only were the kids enthusiastic about the bright-

colored projections, they also had many questions for their parents about the countries they were 

assisting through the game and how to make the right decisions. Not only does the game act as a 

learning experience for kids who visit the library, it also allows visitors to understand the 

challenges of the work that Carter has been doing since he left the White House. The features of 

the game also continue to shift visitors’ thinking from national to global service.   

From National to Global Leadership 

 There are several features throughout the post-presidential section of the library that 

rouse visitors to think about the fact that Carter’s leadership extended from the United States to 

the world after leaving the presidency. Of course, Carter brokered deals with other countries as 

president, but he did not have time to accomplish the things that the large colorful banners 

throughout the space note. These include: “Waging Peace”, “Renewing Spirits”, and “Fighting 

Disease” (Advancing Human Rights). Underneath the “Waging Peace” banner, one can watch a 

ten-minute video outlining how the Carters monitor elections in other countries to ensure that 

they are fair and may also view artifacts such as the vests and bikes that are used by election 

monitors (Advancing Human Rights). The library is essentially asking visitors to change their 
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standards for evaluating a president from the weight of their domestic actions to the impact of 

their global reach.  

The “Renewing Spirits” portion focuses on Carter’s extensive career as a writer, the 

paintings he does for charity and his work with Habitat for Humanity (Advancing Human 

Rights). Here, many of the books he has penned, along with a pair of his old work boots and 

hammer can be viewed (Advancing Human Rights). The space under the “Fighting Disease” 

banner is dedicated to Carter’s work to cure Guinea Worm disease and River Blindness and 

includes a jar of guinea worms alongside a jar of the contaminated water that can cause River 

Blindness (Advancing Human Rights). As visitors walk past these sections, they are parallel with 

the library’s back wall, which features a timeline of the Carter post-presidency (Advancing 

Human Rights). A timeline of his presidential accomplishments is notably missing from the 

library, but this timeline of his life after the White House features twenty-seven notable post-

presidential happenings (Advancing Human Rights). These range from his charity golf 

tournaments with Gerald Ford to his tradition of teaching Sunday school at his home church in 

Plains, Georgia, but the expansiveness of the timeline matters even more than the content 

(Advancing Human Rights). It is at least twice as long as Carter’s “Wall of Accomplishments”. 

In his farewell speech to the American people, Carter explained: “I intend to work as a citizen, as 

I've worked here in this office as President, for the values this Nation was founded to secure” 

(Farewell Address 1). Not only does this section of the library work to prove that Carter has done 

what he promised, it also depicts him as an American hero. Rosalynn is certainly along for the 

ride, but Carter is the figure that all the banners are dedicated to. This heroic depiction allows 

visitors to begin thinking about Carter’s legacy.  
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 The last exhibit in the library allows visitors to reflect on the many awards that Carter has 

won. The display could be called a trophy case. Entitled “Recognition from Home and Abroad,” 

it includes Carter’s Caribou Award (for negotiating the Alaska Lands Legislation), his Nobel 

Peace Prize (for his work at The Carter Center), his Freedom Medal (also for post-presidency 

work) and his Grammy (for a spoken word album he created) (Recognition). A large picture of 

Mr. and Mrs. Carter looking out over their hotel balcony before the Nobel Peace Prize ceremony 

is plastered at the heart of the exhibit, which holds the prize itself (Recognition). Right in front of 

the Nobel prize is a large bench that encourages visitors to sit and admire the awards before they 

head into the gift shop. While Carter’s line-up of awards is certainly significant, the most 

important part of this exhibit is what is left out – the funeral footage. While most other libraries 

depict death as an ending to their narrative, the Carter Library has no trouble suggesting that the 

former president is not finished yet. Before visitors ever view Carter’s post-presidential 

accomplishments, they walk through exhibits that are focused on the presidency. The next 

sections address how some of these important points foreground the post-presidency. 

Presidency as a Foundation  

Before visitors ever learn about Carter’s post-presidential achievements, the library 

spends time outlining his presidential accomplishments as a foundation. It is crucial to revisit 

some of these exhibits, because not only do they work to enhance public memory of his 

presidency, they also act as the foundation for much of his post-presidential work. The library 

features contemporary issues to suggest that President Carter was ahead of his time while also 

participating in argumentative facework. The first accomplishment shown is the signing of the 

Panama Canal Treaties, which gave the canal zone over to Panama (Presidency). Part of the 

display explains that “The treaties with Panama helped ensure peace in the Canal Zone and better 
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relations with Latin America” (Presidency). However, many opposed the treaties – and the 

museum does not overlook this fact with another part of the display labeled “The Opposition.” It 

explains that while educating the public grew some support for the treaties, many people 

continued to be against them (Presidency). The placard admits: “Twenty senators who supported 

the treaty lost their Senate seats at their next election” (Presidency). This is important to note 

because it is an admission of opposition, something that presidential libraries have been accused 

of overlooking. In Presidential Temples, Hufbauer criticizes the Reagan and Nixon libraries’ 

failure to mention key details of the Watergate and Iran-Contra scandals, such as the public 

reception of them, calling it “sidestepping” (141).  

Featuring the Panama Canal Treaties provides a foundation for the foreign policy that 

defines Carter’s post-presidential work: globalism. According to Eugene Marlow, globalism can 

be defined in two ways: “1. A national geopolitical policy in which the entire world is regarded 

as the appropriate sphere for a state’s influence. 2. The development of social, cultural, 

technological, or economic networks that transcend national boundaries” (106). By prioritizing 

better relations with Latin America, Carter enacted one of his first globalist policies. As 

aforementioned, Carter has continued to prioritize globalism as a post-president.  

The second accomplishment that the library lauds is Carter’s focus on energy and the 

environment as president. This is also relevant to Carter’s emphasis on globalism, as 

environmental issues are certainly global issues. part of the “Wall of Accomplishments” looks at 

his “Crisis of Confidence” speech, his comprehensive energy policy, and the Alaska Lands 

Legislation (Presidency). It notes: “His progress in setting the nation on a sound energy path and 

protecting the environment were among the most important domestic accomplishments of his 

administration” (Presidency). The display does admit some pushback from constituents by 
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explaining that reducing the United States’ dependence on oil meant enacting oil conservation 

efforts that some voters disapproved of (Presidency). The signing of the Alaska Lands 

Legislation can be seen as one of the critical accomplishments in Carter’s presidency because it 

created thirteen national parks and sixteen wildlife refuges, protecting 104 million acres in a state 

that is now seeing the effects of climate change (35th Anniversary 1). A large moose statue 

situated in a small garden at the front of the library further honors this legislation.  

This portion of the accomplishments exhibit presents Carter as one of the first presidents 

concerned with protecting the environment. In his memoir A Full Life, Carter calls the Alaska 

Lands Legislation “[maybe] the most significant domestic achievement of my political life” 

(Carter 168). The exhibit also taps into the power of nostalgia by featuring the sweater that 

Carter was wearing in his famous “Malaise Speech”, which encouraged the American people to 

do their part to end the energy crisis (Mattson 1). The object likely does not mean much to 

visitors who did not live through his presidency, but for those who did, it transforms the space. In 

the speech, Carter laments the consumerism and materialism that has drawn America into a 

major energy shortage (Mattson 1). This connects seamlessly to his post-presidential life, which 

is depicted by the library as one that largely shirks materialism in favor of humanitarianism. This 

piece of the exhibit also connects Carter to the pressing, present-day issue of climate change and 

demonstrates that he was discussing it before it was a widely recognized problem.  

Something else that is brought to light in the exhibit is Carter’s diplomatic relations with 

China. The display says that Carter built on what had been created by Richard Nixon’s historic 

visit to China by establishing an ongoing relationship with the main goal of keeping peace 

(Presidency). The exhibit displays a bell that was given to the Carters in 2009 by the Chinese to 

celebrate 30 years of normalized relations. This denotes a presidential accomplishment that has 
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bled into the post-presidency, but it also acts as a segue into Carter’s work through the Carter 

Center. He began stabilizing the relationships between countries while he was president, but he 

has done even more in that regard as a former president.  

 A second heading-filled wall that visitors see is what I would call the “Wall of Crises,” 

which notes some of the unfortunate events that occurred during the Carter presidency. This wall 

defends against Carter’s controversies and once again highlights a globalist theme. is 

strategically sandwiched between Carter’s presidential and post-presidential accomplishments 

and is the smallest wall of the three that have been discussed. The exhibit is actually named 

“Two White Houses” and is principally about Carter’s struggle to free the sixty-six American 

hostages being held in Iran (Two White Houses). The title of the exhibit comes from a quote by 

Chief of Staff Hamilton Jordan that looms large on a nearby wall: “There were two White 

Houses – one working on the hostages, the other working on everything else” (Two White 

Houses). The exhibit does not shirk failure, admitting that a military attempt to free the hostages 

failed and resulted in the loss of eight lives (Two White Houses). The exhibit also explains that 

Secretary of State Cyrus Vance resigned due to his opposition of the military attempt and even 

includes his resignation letter (Two White Houses). A small television screen nearby plays an 

interview of Carter conducted by Brian Williams is part of the “Two White Houses” display. 

When asked to discuss the Iranian hostage situation, he criticizes incumbent President Ronald 

Reagan for refusing to be briefed about the situation and notes that he spent the entire twenty-

four hours before the inauguration ensuring that the deal was solidified (Two White Houses). He 

also explained that many of the hostages thanked him for choosing to negotiate peacefully with 

Iran because they believed that the decision saved their lives in the long run (Two White 

Houses).  
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The interview concludes with Carter detailing his visit to Germany to greet the hostages, 

where they all celebrated their freedom (Two White Houses). Despite his leaving the White 

House that day, Carter calls it “the best day of his life” (Two White Houses). The inclusion of 

these details is likely an effort to control the narrative of the Iranian hostages, which has in many 

ways been taken over by Republicans. During the 2016 presidential election, Senators Ted Cruz 

and Marco Rubio both suggested that the freeing of the hostages occurred because of the Iranian 

government’s fear of incumbent President Ronald Reagan (Rubin, 1). Because some Americans 

still hold this belief, the goal of “Two White Houses” appears to be taking back the narrative of 

this critical moment in the presidency and crediting Carter with the release. This is a concrete 

example of the debate that can sometimes occur between libraries – the narrative of the Iranian 

hostages is quite different at the Ronald Reagan Presidential Library.  

The “Wall of Crises” also addresses Carter’s loss to Ronald Reagan in the 1980 

presidential election. A paragraph surrounded by photos of smiling Carter supporters and 1980 

election buttons blames a primary challenge from Ted Kennedy, the pie-in-the-sky promises of 

Ronald Reagan and the third-party candidate John Anderson as the reasons behind Carter’s loss 

(Two White Houses). While the “Wall of Crises” is one of the smallest features in the library, 

likely so that visitors will not ruminate on it for too long, it does some powerful facework. 

Nearly every admission of failure comes with a reason as to why success could not be reached 

during Carter’s four years, and the explanation of the Iranian hostage situation allows him to 

reclaim the credit that some give to President Reagan. Though it is not technically part of the 

post-presidential section of the library, this feature aids the library in depicting Carter’s positive 

post-presidential reputation by arguing that his last act as president was more heroic than some 

people believe.  
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Carter’s Crowning Accomplishment  

An entire series of rooms is dedicated to the peace accords between the president of 

Egypt, Muhammad Anwar Al-Sadat and the prime minister of Israel, Menachem Begin. Because 

his other accomplishments only receive a small space for display and this one is granted several 

rooms, it appears that the peace accords are depicted as the crowning accomplishment of the 

Carter presidency. This exhibit sets up Carter’s ethos in preparation for the post-presidential 

exhibits that come after it. In the overall narrative of the library, this exhibit acts as the climax. 

The two heads of state spent thirteen days at Camp David with President Carter before finally 

negotiating the agreement, and the museum’s description of the negotiation makes it seem akin 

to a soap opera (Camp David Accords). A plaque that is part of the display notes: “In September 

1978, Jimmy Carter, Anwar Sadat, and Menachem Begin risked their reputations and careers on 

peace” (Camp David Accords). Visitors wind through a narrow, camp-themed hallway that 

contains three sharp turns and is plastered with a series of photos of the three leaders (Camp 

David Accords). Sometimes the men are together in the photos and other times they are shown 

alone, but every depiction shows them looking pensive (Camp David Accords). Artifacts 

scattered throughout the hall include some paper that Carter used to write out part of the accords, 

a gift to Carter from Anwar Sadat and a pipe that Carter used while staying at Camp David to 

negotiate the accords (Camp David Accords). The enclosed, narrow hallway combined with the 

photos and artifacts is overwhelming to the viewer. The bright gold, blue and green on the walls 

also envelops the senses. In a small, cabin-like room at the end of the hallway, visitors are 

encouraged to sit on a wooden bench and watch a video of Carter discussing the negotiations 

(Camp David Accords). He details how both Begin and Sadat each threatened to walk out during 

the 13-day stint, forcing Carter to step in and convince them to keep negotiating (Camp David 
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Accords). Exiting the room provides a feeling of liberation from the struggle as visitors pass a 

large photo of the three leaders looking victorious after signing the accords (Camp David 

Accords). It seems effortless to identify Carter as the hero of the story after hearing him discuss 

the difficult job of mediating the disagreements between Begin and Sadat on the video screen. 

This library feature is one of the most consequential because it gives Carter the motivation to 

create The Carter Center. Carter officially normalized relations with China and worked diligently 

on the SALT II treaty, but Nixon is largely credited with restoring Chinese relations, and SALT 

II fell through. This means that Carter’s time to shine in foreign policy, an issue that arguably 

ended up more important to him than any other, was the Camp David Accords. If the library did 

nothing other than present Carter as the broker of these historic peace accords, it would be 

enough to give him an important place in history. However, because Carter accomplishes much 

more, this exhibit provides him the foreign policy credibility to take his humanitarian work from 

a national to a global scale. 

A Day in the Life of the President 

 The “A Day in the Life of the President” feature is crucial evidence for the idea that 

Carter’s one-term status actually freed him from the restraint of the presidency. This is one of the 

most poignant exhibits in the library, as it is a ten-minute movie displayed on ten different 13-

foot screens (Museum 1). The Carter Library website describes the film as “dramatic,” and for 

the viewers who sit on the five benches  below the screens, it is so harrowing that it is difficult to 

keep up. The narrative encourages what Kuypers labels “identification” – a feeling of 

understanding between the audience and the main character (129). The events in the film come 

from Carter’s White House Diaries and depict December 9-12 of the year 1978 (A Day in the 

Life of the President). I had to watch the film six different times just to make note of everything 
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that was happening in it. This is the most powerful mini-narrative in the library because the 

visitor is not just learning about Carter’s experiences – instead, it feels like they are there with 

him.  

 The film begins with four lower television screens showing the president receiving his 

5:30 a.m. wake up call, while the upper six screens display pictures of the White House 

alongside a large, rapidly ticking clock (A Day in the Life of the President). From there, it shows 

Carter’s briefing with the Deputy Secretary of State, his Cabinet meeting, and his briefings 

regarding danger in Nicaragua, Soviet conflict and Arab-Israeli peace with National Security 

Adviser Zbigniew Brzezinski (A Day in the Life of the President). Carter also meets with the 

press, the leaders of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 

and receives several grim updates from Brzezinski (A Day in the Life of the President). This 

sounds like enough to pack into two days – but it all happens before lunchtime.  

After lunch, Carter attends a budget meeting where leaders from the Environmental 

Protection Agency and the Department of the Interior discuss challenges with transportation 

deregulation (A Day in the Life of the 

President). After that, he has a short talk 

with Rosalynn before checking with the 

White House doctor and going for a jog. 

Carter then takes a series of phone calls 

with cabinet members during his dinner 

before receiving a third ominous security 

memo from Brzezinski (A Day in the Life Figure 5: "A Day in the Life of the President" at the Carter Library. 
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of the President). During all these happenings, the clock above the film screens is continually 

ticking away.  

Carter records the events of the day in his diary as the night winds down, and talks with 

Rosalynn once more before retiring for the evening at 11:50 p.m. The film briefly shows the 

president meeting with former President Ford the next morning to discuss SALT, participating in 

some Christmas activities and answering more questions from the press before abruptly cutting 

off (A Day in the Life of the President). I consulted Carter’s White House Diary and found that it 

does echo the events from the movie (Carter 265). However, it is important to consider that the 

events of four days are sandwiched into a ten- minute production that acts as its own short story. 

The fast-paced presentation of several days’ worth of events alongside the ever-ticking clock 

encourages the visitor to understand Carter’s feeling that he did not have enough time in the 

White House to accomplish all his goals. If visitors did not view this exhibit before moving into 

the post-presidential area, the library’s argument that Carter’s early change in job description 

was positive would be missing key evidence.  

Implications 

Toward the end of White House Diary, Carter outlines how he learned he did not win the 

1980 election. As his family campaigned in Oregon and Washington the night before the 

election, poll numbers showed that their “prospects for victory had faded away” (Carter White 

House Diary 479). Carter desperately wanted more time to prove that what he had done as 

president mattered to America, but because he did not get it, he had to make that case in his 

library. Furthermore, the library makes the case that what Carter did afterward was much more 

consequential. This evidence can be seen in the ever-ticking clock in the “Day in the Life” 

exhibit, but also in the interactive post-presidential ones. Carter’s best weapon against 
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irrelevancy is the lengthy list of accomplishments rattled off through his post-presidency 

exhibits, which nearly take up even more time and space in the library as the ones about his 

presidency. His library is particularly significant not because it works to rehabilitate his 

reputation after scandal, like that of the Ford, Nixon and Clinton libraries, but rather because it 

works to fight against the assumption of Carter as an ineffectual and irrelevant figure.  

As aforementioned, a visit to the Carter Library comes with an overwhelming feeling of 

incompletion, but in the productive sense that work is ongoing. There is no grave site, there is no 

funeral footage, and his humanitarian work continues. In many cases incompletion has a negative 

connotation, but in the case of the Carter Library, its incompletion acts as an encouragement to 

visitors that his work continues. A few days before I visited the Carter Library for the second 

time, President Carter made the headlines after falling and injuring his head, requiring fourteen 

stitches. But just hours later, Carter helped build houses with Habitat for Humanity in Nashville 

(Koerting 1). He fell once again weeks later and suffered a broken pelvis, yet continued to teach 

his bi-monthly Sunday school lessons (Koerting 1). Not only does Carter still frequently make 

headlines for his humanitarian work, he is also still involved in the political sphere. He often 

made news in 2019 for his comments on President Trump. They talked on the phone about U.S.-

China relations and Carter complimented Trump’s “reluctance to go to war”, but Carter has also 

spoken out against Trump, noting that his re-election would be a “disaster” (Duster 1). Because 

of Carter’s continual humanitarian work and his willingness to engage with the media, he 

continues to be a exigent figure. As one library visitor previously discussed mentioned, the 

Carter Library will eventually need more room to feature all his post-presidential 

accomplishments, and I predict that one day that library will be primarily dedicated to featuring 

these accomplishments.  
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According to the Gallup post-presidential polls in 2018, Carter’s case for himself at his 

library is working to transform public memory of his presidency (Jones Retrospective Job 

Approval 1). When he left office in 1981, his rating was a low thirty-four percent, but now over 

half of the country approves of his job as president (Jones 1). Benjamin Hufbauer refers to 

presidential libraries as each of the presidents “final campaign” (192), and I believe that this 

success demonstrates that the Carter Library has been taking this sentiment seriously. Although 

the library makes a compelling and rational argument for Carter to be remembered as a 

peacemaker, it also leaves the argument unfinished – but that is a large part of what makes it so 

powerful. My research has taken me to nine different presidential libraries, and each of them 

feature a statue of the president they represent – the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library is the only 

one that does not. The library cannot yet provide a grandiose depiction of him to “worship” or 

reflect on because the primary thing it wants visitors to know is that Carter’s work is not over. 

His retirement may have been involuntary, and his presidency may have been left unfinished, but 

his new job description is allowing him to complete his goals just as well as if he would have 

been given the eight years he so desired. In fact, the library shows us that the presidency 

probably would have held him back. Carter’s rhetorical redemption for a mediocre presidency is 

offered in the form of a four-decade post-presidential resume.  In a book about Carter’s post-

presidential work, author Jordan Michael Smith says: “Before Carter, ex-presidents didn’t work 

to help stop wars. They didn’t establish foundations to help stop epidemics” (Smith 1). When the 

work of Carter himself is finished, the library will transform, but the attached Carter Center and 

the effects of his post-presidential mission will remind visitors that he transformed what it means 

to be an ex-president in America. His library is a notable model for future one-term presidents 

looking to elevate their place in public memory, but their hitch will be replicating a post-
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presidency that is deserving of that kind of commemoration. Eight years after Carter, another 

one-termer ascended to the presidency: George H.W. Bush. The next chapter discusses how the 

Bush Library attempts to elevate him in public memory, not through his post-presidency, but 

through the emphasis of his political dynasty.   
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE GEORGE H.W. BUSH LIBRARY 

In early 1998, as the tenure of President Bill Clinton was coming to a close, speculation 

about the next set of presidential candidates was rampant. Much of the buzz on the Republican 

side surrounded George W. Bush, a popular two-time governor of Texas (Gregg Life Before 

Presidency 1). Of course, Bush is known for something far more significant than his 

governorship: he is the son of George H.W. Bush, whose presidency preceded Clinton’s (Gregg 

Campaigns and Elections 1). When asked about the possibility of his son running for president, 

H.W. Bush noted that he supported his son’s decisions, but added: “I’m not like Joe Kennedy 

sitting there [and saying]: ‘Here’s a couple of hundred thousand – go out and win the West 

Virginia primary.’ I, you, know, it’s not a scheme. It’s not a dynasty. It’s not a legacy” 

(Schweizer and Schweizer 446). Despite his nonchalant attitude, after taking an active part in his 

son’s successful 2000 and 2004 presidential campaigns, H.W. Bush accomplished just that, 

creating a political dynasty rivaling even the Kennedys (Gregg Campaigns and Elections 1).  

When the elder Bush passed away on November 30, 2018, the media ironically reported 

the opposite of his 1998 statement. The Bushes were widely labeled “America’s other political 

dynasty” – comparable only to the Kennedy family (Associated Press 1). In his book Family of 

Secrets, authors Russ Baker and Greg Moore note that the Bush family is far more recognized 

for their political dynasty than they are for their policies or political ideology (Baker and Moore 

1). While other presidents may have succeeded in securing a second term, few if any can be said 

to have succeeded like George H.W. Bush in creating a political dynasty. George H.W. Bush left 

behind a legacy unlike any other president for several reasons. He was the first Commander-in-
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Chief since Martin Van Buren to transition from the vice presidency straight into the presidency 

after working under Ronald Reagan (Knott 1). As aforementioned, Bush and his son, George W. 

Bush, are a part of the first set of father and son presidents since John Adams and his son John 

Quincy Adams (Knott 1). Rather than calling for specific policies in his inaugural speech, as 

most presidents do, Bush took a different path by noting: “A President is neither prince nor pope, 

and I don't seek a window on men's souls. In fact, I yearn for a greater tolerance, an easy-

goingness about each other's attitudes and way of life” (Bush 1). Of course, Bush was also 

unique for another, less accomplished reason: he was our most recent one-term president. Most 

scholars blame an economic recession, a tough third-party challenge from Ross Perot, and an 

even more taxing battle against Bill Clinton, as justifications for Bush’s failure to be re-elected 

(Kelly 1). This failure leaves an unwanted scar on the legacy of one of our longest-living post-

presidents.  

The George H.W. Bush Presidential Library opened in 1997, six years after Bush vacated 

the Oval Office, with the goal of perpetuating Bush’s image in public memory. The library 

utilizes space and place in tandem with the myth of the American dream to elevate Bush’s legacy 

in public memory by focusing on the political dynasty that his family has built. This chapter 

explores these rhetorical techniques and assesses the library’s delicate balancing act between 

depicting Bush as the patriarch of political royalty and portraying him as a rags-to-riches, blue-

collar story of triumph. This chapter outlines the way that the library foregrounds political 

dynasty in tandem with the American dream myth to emphasize that Bush is worthy of public 

memory. In the next section, I outline the location and architecture of the library, followed by its 

employment of the replica as a rhetorical tool. Next, I discuss how the library makes the case that 

Bush built a political dynasty, and the sections afterward address the idea that the dynasty was 
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earned rather than delivered. Lastly, I address the implications of the library’s emphasis on 

dynasty funneled through the lens of the American dream myth.  

Tied to Texas 

 The most significant source of rhetorical power in the Bush museum is the concept of a 

dynasty. The United States broke away from England because citizens felt that their monarch 

was too tyrannical, and Article 1, Section 9 of The U.S. Constitution explains that “No Title of 

Nobility shall be granted by the United States.” In many ways, monarchy is antithetical to 

American democracy, nevertheless, that has not stopped our country from developing its own 

version of a monarchy in the form of the political dynasty, and nearly every dynasty is tied to an 

influential location. For the Windsors, it is Westminster, for the Kennedys, it is Kennebunkport, 

and for the Bush family, it is Texas. Many citizens would agree that the name “Bush” is 

synonymous with a political dynasty with roots in Texas, but George H.W. Bush was actually 

born and raised in in Greenwich, Connecticut (Keller 1). Bush did not move his family to Texas 

until he gained the opportunity to take part in the oil business after graduating from Yale, so a 

great deal of his youth was spent on the east coast as part of a wealthy family (Keller 1). Given 

this fact, it is understandable to wonder why the library was not built in Connecticut? While it is 

not clear what specifically motivated Bush’s decision, it likely has to do with the library’s power 

as a memory place. In Text + Field, McKinnon, Asen, Chavez, and Howard explain that memory 

places are “particularly powerful rhetorical devices because they physically locate individuals at 

sites and in moments that constitute publics otherwise only imagined and abstract”(319). As 

shown in the previous two chapters, inviting visitors to the rolling plains of Texas evokes a 

vastly different feeling than welcoming them to the shores of Martha’s Vineyard or the campus 

of Yale. The lighthouses and preparatory schools of the east coast stereotypically suggest wealth 
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and prestige, but the open fields of Texas communicate a quaint and humble place to foster the 

American dream. Texas often conjures cultural thoughts of rugged individualism, hard work and 

defiance – all aspects that tie in brilliantly with the American dream. Because of the employment 

of a location that embodies the American dream, the Bush dynasty transforms into something 

that appears inherently American.  

 The choice of Texas A&M as the library’s home initially seems baffling because Bush 

received his degree from Yale, but it once again aligns with the myths that the library delivers. 

By tying himself to Texas in a lasting way, Bush ensures that his legacy tells the story of a 

family who lived by the virtues of the American dream. The American dream is a mythic 

narrative that “creates and sustains cultural meaning” (Lee and Nelson 424) by promising 

Americans the divine privilege of a life better than their forefathers. It hinges on the concept that 

something beautiful can suddenly spring up from nothing, much like a blue bonnet on an empty 

Texas plain. But success is not random in the American dream myth, it is a reflection of hard 

work and dedication not privilege. The American dream is mythic, not simply because of its 

imaginary character, but also because of the “pull yourself up by your bootstraps” narrative it has 

created. By making Texas its home, The George H.W. Bush library utilizes these myths to 

suggest that Bush’s place as the patriarch of a political dynasty was hard-earned rather than 

given. The library also takes the opportunity to herald Bush’s connection to the state as a pre-

presidential achievement. This contrasts significantly to the previous chapter on the Carter 

Library, at which the post-presidency is the most crucial feature. In an exhibit on the Bush 

family’s move to Texas, a library plaque explains: “It was a big gamble into an unknown world, 

but it was just the challenge George was looking for” (Move to Texas 1). Not only does Bush 

brave a part of the country that he had previously not experienced, he perpetuates traditional 
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family values while he does it. His gamble obviously pays off in the future, not just for himself 

but also for his family, which makes him the hero of the story.  

 When Bush founded the library in 1997, he also opened the George H.W. Bush School of 

Government and Public Service at Texas A&M (About Us 1). The school is located within and 

alongside of the library, making the institutions directly interconnected (About Us 1). The 

school’s website says that its mission is to “prepare students to become principled leaders in their 

fields and to reflect the value of public service throughout their careers” (About Us 1). Linking 

the library with the school provides a powerful pedagogical quality to Bush’s legacy – the library 

will educate future leaders about his life, but students can go even further and get a degree using 

the curriculum that Bush inspired. The library connects space and place by using the physical 

location of Texas A&M to transform the library into more than a space for commemorative 

learning. Instead, the combination of school and library encourages visitors to think about the life 

of Bush as something that can be gleaned from and perpetuated by students. For instance, it is 

impossible to wander through the library and its surrounding grounds without seeing students 

with their backpacks on, headed to class at the school of public service, just feet from the library. 

No other library I have visited provides this type of energy, not even the others that are located 

on college campuses. Many of the libraries can feel stagnant due to their low attendance, but the 

scores of students nearby assures that the Bush Library feels vibrant and connected to the future. 

Another way that the library provides energy to visitors is its use of the replica.  

Rhetorical Power of the Replica 

 The design of the George H.W. Bush library is defined almost solely by its use of the 

replica. Replicas are a particularly important component in the library’s emphasis of Bush as the 

patriarch of a political dynasty. These reproductions are also a crucial part of the museum’s 
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rhetorical materiality. Endres and Senda-Cook explain that materiality “includes physicality and 

social conditions, but it also includes embodied experiences in place” (262). These artifacts do 

not merely have rhetorical power because they are there, they also have power because they 

influence the embodied experience of visitors by recreating part of the president’s former reality. 

They also perpetuate the library’s dynastic qualities by acting metaphorically as family jewels. 

Almost every dynasty has a collection of valuable artifacts to communicate their power and 

prestige. For instance, the Windsor family keeps their jewels, which are abundant and worth 

millions, locked away in The Tower of London (Cartwright 1). Instead of making jewels out of 

highly valuable items, which would be in tension with aspects of the American dream myth and 

America’s democratic aversion to monarchy, the Bush library creates them out of Americana. 

This move is crucial, because, as Rowland and Jones note, “the core rhetorical principle at the 

heart of the American dream is the idea that Americans are on a progressive journey to a better 

society” (430). If everyone is on this journey, that suggests that the outcome is accessible to all. 

While expensive jewels are not attainable to visitors, the Americana-inspired replicas chosen by 

the library represent things that many Americans can either relate to or already possess. This 

demonstrates that the Bush family jewels are synonymous with those of the average American 

family.  

The first place that visitors are introduced to a replica is in the section of the library that 

discusses Bush’s time as a pilot in the Navy. A life-size twin of the 1944 TEM Avenger that 

Bush piloted is suspended above the exhibit (Duty, Honor, Country). A small set of stairs 

beckons visitors up to a balcony where they can view the plane from nose-level, essentially 

inviting them to picture themselves as the pilot. Just a few steps away is a replica of a 1940’s 

jukebox, where visitors can listen to music that celebrates the end of World War II (War is 
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Over). the red 1947 Chevrolet Studebaker that Bush packed his family into for their first trek 

from Connecticut to Texas (Duty, Honor, Country). Curious patrons can look in the windows 

and imagine what it might have been like to drive. Looming large in the distance is a replica of 

the top of the U.S. Capitol, which beckons people to walk underneath and read about Bush’s 

time as a Representative from Texas. Just a few feet from that exhibit, small reproductions of 

gifts from the people of China surround a plaque where visitors can read about Bush’s time as 

the Head of the U.S. Liaison’s Office in China. Across from the China feature is a replica of a 

CIA filing cabinet that can be opened to 

learn more about Bush’s tenure as head of 

the Central Intelligence Agency. If 

visitors walk around a short bend after 

that, they are greeted with an imitation of 

the stage where George H.W. Bush was 

first announced as Ronald Reagan’s vice 

president. Lastly, a life-size likeness of 

the front of the White House invites 

visitors to enter through the front doors to 

learn about Bush’s presidency. Vande Berg and Trujillo explain that “the ideal American Dream 

is winning by being one’s best, not winning at all costs and not losing by being one’s best” (222). 

The plethora of replicas in the pre-presidential portion of the library represent a time when Bush 

was doing just that. 

The George H.W. Bush Library employs the replica as a means of persuasion far more 

than the Ford and Carter libraries. Whereas other libraries rely primarily on photos and wordy 

Figure 6: The White House replica at the George H.W. Bush 
Presidential Library. 
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explanations, the Bush Library draws the eye to its life-size imitations. One group I followed 

spent upwards of thirty minutes admiring the replica of Bush’s Navy plane. I could not help but 

check to see if the doors on the reproduction of his 1947 Studebaker would open (they did not). 

The rhetorical power of this device places visitors in an array of embodied experiences, whether 

it be piloting an Avenger or walking the stage at the Republican National Convention. Not only 

do the reproductions allow visitors to go on the journey of Bush’s life up to the presidency, they 

also make his pre-presidential accomplishments seem immense. The other two presidential 

libraries in this study are coyer about the accomplishments of the president they feature when 

compared to the flashy reproductions of the Bush Library. Colin Powell, who was Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff under Bush, noted that he was “the most qualified president to take over 

that office in our history” (Quinn 1). By inundating visitors with live snapshots of his pre-

presidential resume, the library makes it appear as though Bush might be the most accomplished 

public servant to ever live, which demonstrates that he was deserving of his place in history. In 

fact, while walking through the library on December 12, 2018,  just few weeks after Bush’s 

death, I heard several people echo those sentiments. Many of them were previously unaware of 

Bush’s prior experiences and qualifications. One woman noted to her family: “He did enough for 

a lifetime long before he was ever president.” It was impossible not to notice as the crowds 

around me flocked toward the engaging replicas, often touching them or looking diligently. 

Without them, not only would the pre-presidential accomplishments seem less concrete, they 

would also appear less interesting. It is important to note that in the Bush Library, the 

organization of the content may actually be more important than the content itself. The sheer 

amount of pre-presidential information that is jammed in a compact space is enough to make its 

own argument before anyone ever reads a single placard. The rhetorical power of the replica and 
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the organization of the exhibits are used strategically in the pre-presidential section of the library 

to emphasize the significance of that time in Bush’s life. The use of replicas as “family jewels” is 

one of the first and most significant ways that the library depicts the Bush family as an American 

political dynasty. 

Building a Political Dynasty 

 The Bush family represents the most powerful of the modern political dynasties, and this 

began when George H.W. Bush’s father, Prescott Bush, represented Connecticut in the United 

States Senate from 1952 to 1963 (Kim 1). After that, George H.W. Bush and his son George W. 

Bush both entered politics and ascended to the presidency, and George W. Bush’s brother Jeb 

Bush rose to political fame as the governor of Florida and a presidential candidate (Kim 1). 

George H.W. Bush’s wife, Barbara, was also cemented as part of the dynasty for her work as 

First Lady. The Bush family continues to make its political mark through George P. Bush, Jeb’s 

son, who currently serves as Texas Land Commissioner (Kim 1). While the dynastic theme is 

demonstrated throughout the museum, it is most emphasized in the pre-presidential section, 

where the exhibits work to convince visitors that Bush’s place as a political elite was earned 

rather than delivered.  

The dynastic notoriety of the Bush family is expressed fervently in the architecture of the 

library. The building’s vaulted ceiling can be seen from the outside as a circular dome with 

castle-like, square windows.  On the journey to the front door, visitors pass by a massive 

fountain surrounded by American flags and have a birds-eye view of two ornate bronze statues 

that are nestled between the library and the school of public service. One statue features a herd of 

stallions running around a piece of the Berlin Wall, while the other features Bush himself. 

Another major point of interest are the protracted columns that hold up the vaulted ceiling in the 
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lobby of the library that are similar to the columns that bolster both the outside of both The 

White House and Buckingham Palace.  

The elegant features of the outside of the library extend seamlessly into the design and 

decoration of the inside. In the lobby, a large American flag hangs from the center of the vaulted 

ceiling, which is rounded and complimented with patriotic bunting. An imposing baroque rug 

covers the black marble floors and the presidential seal is front and center above a large wall 

honoring donors. Essentially, visitors experience the luxury of royalty wrapped in the ruggedness 

of Texas. In between in large indoor columns, there are large hanging portraits of Bush at 

different moments in his life. Dickinson, Blair, and Ott point out that “No matter how overtly a 

place may exert power through its incorporation, enablement, direction, and constraints on 

bodies, it has its own power dimension that becomes part of the experience” (29). The abundance 

of grandiose architectural and aesthetic features encourages visitors to believe that Bush’s power 

comes from his place as American royalty from humble beginnings. Much like a castle, the Bush 

Library is far from understated. Presidential Temples author Benjamin Hufbauer suggests that 

presidential libraries model themselves after the pyramids of Egypt and the temples of the 

Caesars in attempt to gain presidential immortality, but the Bush Library does this by modeling 

its architecture and design more closely after the castles of Europe (6). This makes the 

Americana-style replicas all the more important, because they help balance the library between 

grandeur and blue-collar. While the library’s architecture pushes visitors to think of the Bush 

family as royalty, its replicas push visitors to identify with the Bushes’ hard work. The clash of 

these two elements presents a problem in regard to Fisher’s narrative probability – it is a 

challenge for visitors to believe that Bush is simultaneously supposed to be royalty and rags 

(Fisher Narration 16). 
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The first pre-presidential exhibit featured by the library focuses heavily on George and 

Barbara Bush’s place in the political dynasty. One side of the hallway-length feature, called 

“Family Traditions,” features the Bushes, while the other side is dedicated to the Pierces 

(ancestors of First Lady Barbara Pierce-Bush) (Family Traditions). Much like a hallway filled 

with royal portraits, the exhibit presents photos of the family that span from their origins to their 

current state (Family Traditions). Large portraits of an assortment of family members line the 

walls, surrounded by smaller photos of memorable moments (Family Traditions). An elaborate 

set of shelves holds a plethora of 

family photos held in a variety of 

frames. Andrew McRae, a professor of 

Renaissance Studies at the University 

of Exeter, explains that royal portraits 

are “well-choreographed and well 

publicized pictures [that] blend 

longevity and authority with an 

appreciation of renewal and dynastic 

security” (1). While the series of 

photos in the Bush Library are significantly more blue collar than a royal portrait, they serve a 

similar rhetorical purpose. By making them look more simplistic, the library reminds visitors that 

the Bush family is still inherently American – visitors feel like they are having coffee in the 

Bush’s den rather than walking the halls of Buckingham Palace. Not only do these portraits 

remind us of where the Bush family has been, they also tell us a great deal about where it is 

Figure 7: Family photos featured at The George H.W. Bush Presidential 
Library. 
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going. This is another way that the Bush Library suggests that his creation of a dynasty makes 

him worthy of immortality in public memory.  

One of the most idiosyncratic features of the library is its exhibit on the marriage of 

George and Barbara Bush. All the libraries have at least a brief feature on the marriage of the 

president and first lady, but this is the only one in which I have ever seen a first lady’s wedding 

dress (Family Traditions). An object of great speculation and interest during royal weddings is 

the wedding dress, so sharing Barbara’s dress with visitors creates interesting parallels that the 

Bush’s marriage is akin to royalty. This feature, along with the extensive feature on the Pierce 

family, reminded me of something that Stephen Hess believes is crucial to a dynastic family: the 

Eisenhower Axiom (4). The story goes that after his entrance into politics, Dwight Eisenhower 

thought extensively about the common threads between himself and the powerful men around 

him (4). After great deliberation, he discovered that the only true commonality was that they had 

all “married above themselves”, which is what the library clearly suggests of Bush (Hess 4). This 

is another connection to a royal monarchy, in which marriage is a particularly sacred institution, 

and marrying the right person can make or break the future of the leadership. Barbara Pierce-

Bush has her own section of the library that is more detailed than any of the other first ladies’ 

exhibits at the libraries I have visited. The section is full of information about Bush’s role as first 

lady and as a wife and mother of a president, but more important than the information it contains 

is its inclusion as a key part of the library. This elevates Barbara as a crucial part of the political 

dynasty – in fact, it almost feels like she was a politician, too.  

During both of my visits to the library, there was one area that was always crowded: the 

memorial to Robin Bush. Robin was George H.W. Bush’s daughter who died of leukemia at the 

age of three in 1953 (Robin). The memorialization of Robin is one of the key ways that the 
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library argues that Bush’s dynastic place was earned through the American Dream. Glenn Smith 

Jr. explains: “the American Dream, framed by the ideology of individuality, follows a particular 

trajectory: personal struggle, individual effort, responsibility, and unique talent lead to great 

material wealth” (223). The loss of Robin shows that the Bush family did not ascend to the 

mountaintop of the American dream without difficulty. The exhibit shows several photos of a 

smiling Robin and notes that the Bush family shuffled between Midland, Texas, and Sloan 

Ketterling Hospital in New York City for months on end until there was nothing more that the 

doctors could do (Robin). It is often said that Princess Diana “was America’s princess as much 

as she was Britain’s princess”, and Robin’s memorial is a reminder of the collective American 

mourning of the British princess. It seems to me that much of this mourning, for Diana and for 

Robin, has a lot to do with what could have been. After all, maybe Robin could have been an 

integral part of the political dynasty. Instead, her memorial acts as a reminder that the Bush 

family dynasty was not built without suffering. The library also discusses Bush’s 

accomplishments before he entered politics to provide evidence that his position as patriarch of a 

dynasty was hard-earned.  

Bush Before Politics: The Construction of a Working-Class Hero  

 The library focuses distinctly on two of George H.W. Bush’s accomplishments that came 

before he was ever a politician. The first is his time in the Navy, which is highlighted through an 

exhibit called “Duty, Honor, Country”. This exhibit is an overt part of the library’s argument that 

Bush’s place as patriarch of an American political dynasty was earned rather than delivered on a 

silver platter. The feature in this exhibit that draws the most attention from visitors is the 

aforementioned replica of the 1944 TEM Avenger that Bush once piloted (Duty, Honor, 

Country). A small set of stairs adjacent to the plane allow a closer look its features, and an 
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electronic game nearby encourages visitors to imagine Bush’s time as a torpedo bomber (Duty, 

Honor, Country). These artifacts demonstrate the difficulty of Bush’s job, and others close by 

show the fear that came along with it. A placard explains that Bush signed up for a 10-month 

aviator training program as a “scared, nervous kid” and even crashed on one of his first flights 

(Duty, Honor, Country). Despite all its many features, the most compelling spot in the exhibit is 

the movie screen that plays a short documentary on a loop. The documentary is all about Bush’s 

treacherous mission to Chichi Jima during World War II with fellow pilots Don Melvin and 

Doug West (Duty, Honor, Country). The video explains that during the mission, enemy fire hit 

the crewmen’s plane as it sat on the deck of the USS San Jacinto, killing Melvin and West (Duty, 

Honor, Country). Visitors can hear the gunfire and explosions over dramatic music as images of 

a burning plane cross the screen (Duty, Honor, Country). The video notes that Bush miraculously 

escaped unharmed and drifted in the ocean for three hours before finding help from another ship 

(Duty, Honor, Country). At the end of the film, Bush explains: “I had faced death and God had 

spared me. I had this very deep and profound gratitude and a sense of wonder…why had I been 

spared, and what did God have in store for me?” (Duty, Honor, Country). This narrative is key to 

the library because it establishes Bush as an American hero and suggests that he had the benefit 

of divine intervention. The library uses this narrative of Bush because it embodies all those 

descriptors and demonstrates that his achievements were not easily earned.  

Another part of the library that depicts Bush as exceptional but deserving is the feature on 

his family’s move to Odessa, Texas to make a life in the oil business. According to Fisher, the 

American dream can be split into two parts: the materialistic and the moralistic (Reaffirmation 

161). The materialistic portion is “grounded on the puritan work ethic and relates to the values of 

effort, persistence, ‘playing the game’, initiative, self-reliance, achievement and success” (161). 
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Not only does the exhibit employ the materialistic part of the American dream to paint Bush into 

blue-collar royalty, it also uses nostalgia to invite visitors to think back on what some might call 

a “simpler time”. This allows the library to perpetuate a rags-to-dynasty narrative. The exhibit 

ignores the fact that a feature right before it focuses on Bush’s graduation from the prestigious 

Yale University, and instead calls attention to the challenge of moving across the country with 

scarce resources. The display is called “Taking Risks”, and it demonstrates Bush’s move up the 

ranks of the Texas oil industry.  

Viewing the replica of Bush’s 1947 Studebaker, along with a photo of the Bushes’ simple 

shotgun house and their young children, is almost like hearing a story from one’s grandparents 

about how they got their start (Taking Risks). In this case, the library emphasizes for the 

audience sources of identity that fit Bush pre-

presidentially in order to make up for the fact 

that they do not define him later. It is easy for 

a large amount of visitors to relate to the 

struggle of getting a new start, but it is more 

difficult for them to relate to someone with a 

net worth of $23 million, which is what Bush 

had when he passed away in 2018 (Tuttle 1). 

As visitors move along a wall filled with 

photos, it is revealed that Bush is eventually successful enough to start his own oil company as a 

platform to fund his political endeavors (Taking Risks). This exhibit is key to the pre-presidential 

section, because its rags-to-dynasty narrative suggests that Bush is a relatable figure whose 

Figure 8: A replica of Bush's 1947 Studebaker, featured at the 
George H.W. Bush Library. 
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divine hope and extraordinary talent propelled him to success, rather than the idea that his 

family’s old wealth and prestige earned him a place in history.  

Bush in Politics: A Public Servant of All Trades 

The library continues to argue that Bush’s status was earned by emphasizing the pre-

presidency. Much of the pre-presidential section of the library is a rapid-fire description of the 

many responsibilities Bush had before he was ever President of the United States. Once again, 

visitors are reminded that this dynasty has only been made viable through the power of the 

American dream myth. Bush’s first successful foray with politics was his winning of a 

congressional seat in Texas, and visitors are invited to walk underneath a stately replica of the 

U.S. Capitol to read about his time there (Congressman from Texas). According to Endres and 

Senda-Cook, there is power in the rhetoric of place – an influence one could not receive by 

simply reading a transcript (270). This becomes an abundantly clear truth about the library, as 

the walk underneath the Capitol replica helps visitors sense a seismic shift in Bush’s life. They 

are no longer cruising the open roads of Texas in a Studebaker – now they are walking the halls 

of the United States Capitol. This is the second time that the library encourages visitors to look 

up to Bush, both literally and figuratively. Once they walk under the Capitol, visitors are 

beckoned to read about Bush’s time on the powerful Ways and Means Committee and his then-

controversial decision to vote yes on the Civil Rights Bill of 1968 (Congressman from Texas). A 

key theme of the library and attached school is public service, and a bold-faced quote from Bush 

himself that is super-imposed on a photo of his family in front of the Capitol sets up the pre-

presidential section to focus on this theme by noting: “Barbara shared my concern for the way 

things were going in the country and my feeling that we had an obligation to give back 

something to a society that had given us so much” (Congressman from Texas). This is his first 
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political accomplishment prior to the presidency that the library touts, but it certainly is not the 

last.  

Once visitors walk out from under the Capitol replica, the next-closest exhibit to view is 

one on Bush’s time as Ambassador to the U.N. The exhibit is one of the smallest of the pre-

presidential features, but it is crucially important in positioning Bush as blue-collar once again. 

Using a reproduction of Bush’s U.N. desk and a large television screen, the library lays out the 

case that Bush’s ambassadorial appointment was not the Sunday stroll that it might have 

appeared to be. The television explains that the Cold War was raging, leaving Bush to do some 

tough negotiating, and a placard nearby notes that some people did not believe that Bush was the 

man for the job (U.N. Ambassador). A featured quote from the New York Times explains: “There 

seems to be nothing in his record that qualifies him for this highly important position” (U.N. 

Ambassador). People do not normally think of Yale graduates or U.S. Representatives as 

underdogs, but the story told here tries to do precisely that, turn a politician with vast economic 

and cultural resources into a self-made man. It also sets up Bush as having the experience to 

make some difficult foreign policy decisions during his presidency. The library suggests that 

Bush was successful as U.N. Ambassador precisely because he embraced the underdog role, one 

that aligns with the role of public servant.  

Another pre-presidential part of Bush’s job description was his time as Chairman of the 

Republican National Committee (RNC). The library’s exhibit on this time, which only consists 

of a large placard surrounded by a glass case of various elephants (the party symbol), labels Bush 

a “Cheerleader and Bandage Carrier” (RNC Chairman). In this case, the wording of the exhibit is 

more important than its set-up as it identifies Bush a healer of the Republican party during the 

contention of Watergate. It also does some important facework in response to accusations as 
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recent as 2018 that Bush helped the Nixon administration attempt to cover up Watergate as RNC 

Chairman (Mathis-Lilley 1). The feature displays a photo of Bush shaking hands with President 

Gerald Ford along with this quote: “I will take Ford’s decency over Nixon’s toughness because 

we need at this juncture in our history a certain sense of morality and a certain sense of dignity” 

(RNC Chairman). By placing Bush on the side of Ford instead of Nixon and positioning him as a 

party peacemaker, Bush is absolved of any wrongdoing and his mediation skills can be added to 

the list of pre-presidential feats.  

 When the library outlines Bush’s time as the Head of the U.S. Liaison Office in China, 

there is an immediate tension between the simple and the swanky. On the one hand, visitors are 

surrounded by intricate dinnerware and other souvenirs gifted to the Bushes by high-ranking 

Chinese officials, but on the other hand, many of the exhibit’s images show George and Barbara 

biking around Hong Kong rather than using the Chrysler sedan that they were given as part of 

the position (Liaison to China). An article featured in the display described how the Bushes 

celebrated the Fourth of July on the U.S. Liaison Office lawn: “hot dogs, beer, soft drinks and 

recordings by singers Johnny Cash and John Denver” were integral to the gathering (Liaison to 

China). Visitors are encouraged to walk away with the notion that Bush spent his time in China 

living much like a regular, middle-class American would.  

 Just a few steps away, a display regarding Bush’s time as CIA Director uses a similar 

tactic. The feature seems to be meant more for children than adults, with a laser projection of the 

CIA logo skittering across the floor and an abundance of secretive-looking drawers to open (CIA 

Director). It provides interesting material to interact with, such as a handprint detector, but is 

lacking in its explanation of Bush’s time with the agency (CIA Director). The only thing the 

exhibit explains is that Bush “helped push through programs that deployed ground stations, 
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electronic listening posts, and new reconnaissance imaging satellites (CIA Director). The fact 

that Bush was the first partisan CIA Director in history, and that his confirmation was disputed 

by the Democrat-controlled Senate, is not mentioned (Risen 1). The fact that Bush only held the 

position for one year is also left out, likely because holding the position for such a short time 

might undermine the impressiveness.  

As I watched visitors peruse the CIA information, I discovered that they had difficulty 

focusing on the information while standing so close to replica of the front of The White House. 

Even I could not help but pause my orderly research to take a photo of the imposing structure. 

Because the replica is placed prior the end of Bush’s pre-presidential accomplishments, visitors 

are pushed to think about the large quantity of Bush’s triumphs they have seen before even 

reaching the penultimate of them all. This is a particularly powerful manipulation of the space, as 

visitors stop for a photo and then realize that there are more pre-presidential accomplishments to 

view before they pass through the “White House” doors and into the presidential wing.  

In the overall narrative of the library, all Bush’s previous experience seems to come 

together to reach the tipping point of the 1980 presidential campaign. A small placard explains 

that Bush was an asterisk presidential candidate, meaning that “his national poll numbers were so 

fractional that he did not get listed by name, only by an asterisk in the category ‘all others’” 

(From Asterisk to Frontrunner). Once again, this tidbit seems to be an attempt to motivate 

visitors to think of Bush as a working-class underdog, especially as the placard goes on to note 

that Bush won the Iowa caucuses with his “amazing determination, crisscrossing the country 

relentlessly, campaigning tirelessly” (From Asterisk to Frontrunner). Here, the library uses 

Bush’s work ethic and underdog status to downplay any thought that his accomplishments were 

not earned. The library downplays the fact that opponent Ronald Reagan won 44 states to Bush’s 
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seven (Skelley 1). Ironically, John Sloan notes that Reagan’s story of being “born poor in the 

Midwest, moving west to become a rich movie star and then achieving the presidency” made him 

the candidate that truly fulfilled the American dream (383).  Rather than focus on Bush’s loss, 

things expediently move on to the 1980 general election.  

As visitors move through, an eye-catching photo of Ronald Reagan and Bush 

overwhelms the next exhibit. Without any prior contextual information, one could easily assume 

that Bush was the 1980 presidential nominee while Reagan was the vice presidential one, based 

on the photo, but that is not the case (Vice Presidency). Reagan and Bush were only an inch apart 

in height, yet the photo chosen makes Bush look significantly taller – it almost appears that Bush 

has been edited to seem larger than Reagan (Vice Presidency) It is important for the library to 

remind visitors that this is a time to remember Bush, not Reagan, whose eight years in office are 

often rehashed as the height of the Republican glory days. Despite Reagan having a more 

successful presidency, the library consistently reminds us of what Reagan was not able to 

produce – a political dynasty.  

The vice-presidential exhibit also plays on the popularity and nostalgia associated with 

Reagan/Bush campaign memorabilia by peppering the exhibit with the memorabilia. Parry-Giles 

and Parry-Giles warn that nostalgia offers a “distorted image”, and this example is no different. 

During the 2016 election, many “Never Trumpers” began wearing re-produced Reagan/Bush 

campaign memorabilia to harken back to the “good old days” of the Republican party (Youn 1). 

While my baby boomer parents experienced nostalgia through the lens of having seen the real 

memorabilia and voting in the election, I experienced nostalgia through my knowledge of the 

gear’s mass reproduction and renewed popularity in the wake of 2016.  
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The vice presidency is a notoriously boring, subservient job. Those who secure the position 

preside over the Senate, but they have no vote (Levine 1). The role is largely ceremonial, and its 

only real power comes from the facetime vice presidents are granted with the commander-in-

chief and the fact that they are a mere heartbeat away from the presidency (Levine 1). The 

position of the vice-presidency acts as another demonstration of the fact that Bush’s role as 

patriarch of a dynasty was not simply given to him – it had to be earned. Denise Bostdorff points 

out that “although vice presidents must seem to have enough strong ‘masculine’ traits to ensure 

their competence during national emergencies, they must submerge their independence and 

individualism to perform their day-to-day duties which consist mainly of abject ‘feminine’ 

servility” (98). In order to continue the quest to bolster Bush’s resume, the library foregrounds an 

incident that could have made him president. In a display that features a photo Bush locked into a 

serious phone conversation, it is explained that in March of 1981 someone attempted to 

assassinate President Reagan (A Heartbeat Away). Bush refused to land his helicopter on the 

South Lawn of the White House and sat in his own chair in the situation room rather than taking 

over the president’s (A Heartbeat Away). This narrative emphasizes the importance of the vice 

presidency in times of peril, but it also refreshes visitors’ memory regarding Bush’s public 

servant attitude predicated on his hard work. A feature that had the potential to say little about 

Bush as a politician and human being instead says a lot.  

 The vice-presidential exhibit makes Bush look like a uniquely important second-in-

command due to the attempted assassination, but it also highlights his accomplishments by 

discussing his diplomacy. According to a museum placard, the Bushes “visited all 50 states and 

65 different foreign countries, many of them more than once” (World Wide Diplomat). This 

information sets Bush up to be a foreign policy expert, and later, it battles against the Iran Contra 
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scandal, which can be described as “a series of illegal operations that began with a secret effort 

to arm Contra fighters in Nicaragua in the hopes of toppling the leftist Sandinista government” 

(Gupta 1). Iran Contra left some feeling distrustful of the Reagan administration, but the exhibit 

fights back by noting: “in the end, nothing could tarnish the administration’s record on 

combating terrorism, keeping peace in the Middle East, and establishing free elections and 

democracy for Central America” (World Wide Diplomat). The library never mentions that 

Attorney General, William Barr, now in the same position for the Trump Administration, 

pardoned six government officials who were being tried due to the scandal during Bush’s time as 

president (Gupta 1). This feature heralds Bush’s foreign policy by asking visitors to forget about 

Iran-Contra and remember Bush’s talent for diplomacy. It asks visitors to forget anything that 

might complicate the virtues of the American dream myth. Bradford Vivian reminds us in his 

book Public Forgetting that this move to forget is inherently rhetorical (3).  

 At the pinnacle of the pre-presidential exhibits, a replica of the stage that George and 

Barbara Bush shared their first dance as president and first lady sits, holding up a recreation of 

Barbara’s inaugural dress. The library calls the presidency “The Ultimate Prize” and seemingly 

attempts to argue the difficulty of attaining it. However, the depiction of Bush’s opponent, 

Michael Dukakis, makes it seem as though ascending to the highest office in the land might have 

been easy back in 1988. The library ignores Bush’s good fortune at being inextricably tied to 

Reagan, a vastly popular president, and it instead focuses on the campaign failures of Dukakis. 

First, Dukakis made the mistake of posing in tactical gear in a M1A1 Abrams Main Battle Tank. 

Not only did it make the 5’8 former governor of Massachusetts appear to be posing as something 

he was not, footage of the incident was used in a famous attack ad featured by the library (1988 

Campaign). Most of the exhibit seems to fall short by focusing on the missteps of Dukakis rather 
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than the successes of Bush, but the last item visitors see in the pre-presidential half of the library 

is undoubtedly one of the most powerful. It is a simple campaign flyer comparing the 

accomplishments of Bush and Dukakis, and it notes that Bush has congressional experience as a 

Representative and Senate President, foreign policy experience as vice president, United Nations 

experience as a U.S. Ambassador, intelligence experience as Director of the CIA, military 

experience as a WWII pilot and party leadership experience as chairman of the Republican 

National Committee (1988 Campaign). On the other side of the flyer, the experiences of Dukakis 

in all the categories amounts to none at all (1988 Campaign). This is a robust argument that Bush 

deserved the presidency, but it also acts as evidence that Bush may have been the country’s most 

qualified commander-in-chief. The flyer is puny in size and could be easily missed as visitors 

breeze through, but to catch it is to view a powerfully persuasive appeal. It almost seems as 

though there is not anything he did not do. This theme shifts as visitors move into the 

presidential exhibits.  

It’s the Economy, Stupid 

 The makeup of the library changes dramatically as one enters the presidential section, 

likely because the need to prove that Bush earned his place as president is over. The set-up on 

the other side of the White House replica’s door revealed something entirely different. An 

exhibit on the Bush’s vice president leads into replicas of the Oval Office and Bush’s office at 

Camp David. After that, an entire portion of the library is dedicated to the life of the first lady. 

Finally, visitors are invited to learn about the Bush presidency by sitting in a reproduction of his 

situation room and emerging into a plastic replica of a war zone meant to provide an idea of what 

Kuwait looked like. Flags of the countries who joined Bush’s coalition to liberate Kuwait from 

Saddam Hussein hang about the room as a video simulates gun shots and explosions (Building a 
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Coalition). A map illustrates the phases of Desert Storm, demonstrating to visitors the 

complexity behind the plan to free Kuwait (The Mother of All Battles). Here we see Bush’s 

attempt to transport the American dream across the world.  

Lastly, large images of Kuwaitis and American soldiers celebrating the end of the Gulf 

War are placed next to a Bush quote: “Kuwait is liberated. Iraq’s army is defeated. Our military 

objectives are met. Kuwait is once more in the hands of Kuwaitis, in control of their own 

destiny” (Coming Home). After exiting the fake battleground set-up, visitors see the Gate of 

Kuwait, which was gifted to President Bush by Kuwaitis in honor of his work to free them (Gate 

of Kuwait). Nearby, a wall honoring the Americans who perished in the war invites visitors to 

take some pencil and paper and create a rubbing (Gate of Kuwait). These are the only displays 

that feature any of Bush’s presidential experiences, save for a small plaque that blames Ross 

Perot and the economy for his 1992 election loss (Campaign ’92). The strategy here seems to be 

to focus on foreign policy victories and minimize all other events to avoid poisoning the 

American dream myth, but the lack of explanation regarding domestic policy means a missed 

opportunity for the library to defend Bush’s decisions. This reminds me of Clinton’s 1992 

campaign motto: “It’s the economy, stupid!” Dickinson, Blair and Ott warn that memory places 

are “characterized by an extraordinary partiality”, and one can see this throughout any 

presidential library (27). The obvious motive in the deflection is to ignore the sore spot in Bush’s 

presidency, but the problem is that many people connect this to Bush before they ever enter the 

library. For example, in December 2018, Boston Globe columnist Larry Edelman penned an op-

ed with the headline: “The economy cost George H.W. Bush a second term. Will the same 

happen to Trump?” (1). Because people already associate Bush’s one-term status with the failure 

of his economic policy, the library missed out on the chance to create an exhibit confronting and 
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defending his decisions. However, they likely chose this strategy to ignore Bush’s broken “Read 

my lips…no new taxes!” promise at the 1988 Republican National Convention (Rothman 1). By 

opting not to confront and defend, the library hopes that visitors will forget about the dwindling 

economic numbers and broken tax promise.  

Implications 

 The George H.W. Bush Library uses most of its resources to suggest that Bush deserves 

elevation in public memory primarily because of his place as the patriarch of America’s modern 

political dynasty. The pre-presidential exhibits are so close to one another that they practically fit 

together like puzzle pieces – when we finally put the puzzle together, we get The White House. 

The library does not spend much time arguing that Bush deserved a second term, but instead 

seems to take the position that he had already done enough to be remembered at the end of his 

first one. After all, the exhibits spend an extremely brief time noting that a floundering economy 

and a third-party candidate were behind the loss. Other presidential libraries make excuses, they 

may even argue for sympathy or redemption, but Bush’s simply makes the case that his one-term 

accomplishments and position as the patriarch of a political dynasty were more than enough.  

 In a 1992 address, George Bush said: “We want to strengthen the American family to 

make families more like the Waltons and less like the Simpsons” (Snierson 1). This comment, 

which is featured in the library, provides a great deal of insight about its overall narrative. The 

Waltons were the sitcom version of the American dream because their family overcame financial 

struggle and the trials of World War II to reach success (The Waltons 1). The library takes a risk 

by attempting to make George Bush, an unfailing Carrington, into a Walton. If we are being 

honest, his life looks much more like the plotline from “Dynasty” than that of “The Waltons”. 

No amount of Studebakers, beer parties, grassroots campaign meetings and underdog stories can 
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reverse the fact that George H.W. Bush was a Yale graduate from a wealthy family who went on 

to be worth $23 million. The library walks a tightrope by simultaneously depicting the Bushes as 

American royalty and as blue-collar icons. The exhibits employ the American dream in order to 

safely suggest that the Bush family is the American version of royalty. Although the American 

dream provides a safe conduit through which to discuss a dynasty, this approach is risky it 

promotes aristocracy above democracy. Even if hard work is involved, it is worth noting that 

Americans left England for a reason.  

 The integral theme of the library is that George H.W. Bush was unlike any other 

president because of the dynasty that he created. He had an unmatched pre-presidential resume, 

played a key role in America’s most powerful modern political dynasty, wore colorful socks with 

his suits and jumped out of airplanes for fun. If one term presidents were sold in stores, the 

library suggests that he would be in the novelty pack. Nothing made this more evident to me than 

the plethora of “Viva Bush” stickers in the gift shop. Which Bush? We do not know, and it does 

not matter. The library challenges its visitors to consider the fact that they may be learning about 

the most qualified U.S. president to ever live, and that his legacy is continued through the 

dynasty he helped build.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION  

 In March of 2019, when I first visited the Gerald Ford Museum, I was struck by a large, 

backlit photo in the post-presidential exhibit of the three presidents 

that are the focus of this thesis. We know that their ideologies, life 

experiences, and presidential tenures were all vastly different, yet 

they shared a lasting friendship. We also know that three presidents 

were photographed chatting at funerals, visited the White House 

together, and attended each other’s charity events. These three 

figures also shared service to their country in the Navy, and were all 

a part of what Americans often call “The Greatest Generation”. As I 

reflect on this project, I cannot help but wonder if the group ever 

had any intimate conversations about what it meant to be a one-term 

president. As we have learned, that title comes with its own implications for the president, their 

corresponding libraries, and the nation as a whole. Each library has a different approach to 

answering our research question: How do presidential libraries work rhetorically to elevate the 

status of one-term presidents in public memory? 

 At the Gerald Ford Presidential Museum, the power of nostalgia and sympathy reigns 

supreme. The museum and library are separated by several hundred miles, a brokenness that

Figure 9: Photo of the three presidents 
together, featured at the Gerald Ford 

Museum. 
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eerily seems to represent the museum’s depiction of Ford’s life. The museum employs space and 

place alongside nostalgia to make visitors feel sorry for our 38th president. The most baffling part 

of the museum is its focus on the negative effects that Richard Nixon had on Ford’s life and 

presidency. In the end, museum-goers are invited to remember Ford fondly because of his 

difficult political circumstances rather than praise him as a larger-than-life figure.  

 The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library is really a post-presidential library. The exhibits 

on Carter’s post-presidential humanitarian efforts are abundant and interactive, demonstrating to 

visitors that Carter’s single term was more of a help than a hindrance. Through the use of space 

and place that seems more thoughtful than that of the other libraries in the study, visitors are 

coaxed to believe that Carter is worthy of positive public memory thanks to his wide range of 

accomplishments after leaving the White House. The library is particularly unique because of the 

attached Carter Center, whose staff and volunteers assist with humanitarian efforts on behalf of 

Carter.  

 As visitors peruse the exhibits at the George H.W. Bush Presidential Library, they receive 

covert messages about Bush’s power as the patriarch of America’s most notable modern political 

dynasty. The library uses the American dream myth to convince museum-goers that a dynasty is 

not so bad if it’s earned rather than delivered. The library emphasizes that while Bush had an 

impressive resume, the accomplishment that makes him worthy of positive public memory is the 

creation of a family that continues to influence American politics.  

 As we have examined, each of the libraries in this study attempts to convince visitors that 

a one-term president is worthy of a high place in public memory. One of the most important 

takeaways from this research is that one-term presidents need these institutions more in order to 

make the case that they should be remembered fondly. Presidential libraries are often sold as 
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non-partisan, objective entities, and this is especially difficult in the context of one-term 

presidents because their time in office ends in highly partisan ways. A U.S. News survey of 

America’s worst presidents lists all three men in their top 25 (Ranking America’s Worst 1). After 

all, voters made them one-term presidents for a reason, but the libraries give each of the 

presidents an important chance to combat those opinions.  

 Although each of the three one-termers have worked to improve their presidential 

rankings since leaving office, they are still more in danger of being forgotten than two-term 

presidents. For instance, both George W. Bush and Richard Nixon are ranked in the top 15 of 

worst presidents, but few can deny that they are more widely remembered than Ford, Carter and 

H.W. Bush. Not only do one-term presidents need their libraries to refute the case against their 

second term, they also need the libraries to remind visitors of their existence. For instance, young 

children might have little to no idea who these presidents are unless they visit the libraries. 

Furthermore, one-termers certainly will not be receiving any monuments in Washington, D.C., 

and in many ways their library is their last, best shot to argue that they are relevant and worthy of 

recollecting. 

 If one-term presidents can attain a wide-ranging and positive public memory with their 

libraries, that means that the design and contents of these libraries are particularly significant as 

rhetorical phenomenon. As we have explored, each of the libraries in this study has their own 

strategies arguing for favorable public memory, and some methods eclipse others. In Presidential 

Temples, Hufbauer asserts that “The president has become for some the person who embodies 

the nation, and the presidential library is a material manifestation of this reality” (5). This is why 

the Ford Museum’s depictions, while creative, are risky. Americans do not want to pity the 

president, because they do not want to pity themselves and the nation. On the other hand, the 
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Carter Library brilliantly brands Carter as a post-presidential humanitarian hero who 

miraculously outgrew the office. The Bush Library’s commemorate approach is particularly 

tense, as it tries to convince visitors that Bush is blue-collar American royalty. While Americans 

do not want a monarchy, they can generally admire hard work glorified in the American Dream. 

Sure, the stakes for public memory are high at every presidential library, but when one is just 

trying to get themselves off the list of worst presidents while simultaneously hoping that people 

will just remember their name, the effort has to be more immense.  

 Though we have discovered a great deal about presidential libraries throughout this 

project, some notable questions arise for future research. One question relates to library location, 

which has been a challenging decision for nearly every president. This element of the library is 

another one that is particularly crucial for one-termers, who do not have the popularity of an 

eight-year term to draw visitors. A bad location could mean an empty library, so how might 

planning committees improve the process? Furthermore, is an appealing location less important 

in this age of digitization, in which several of the libraries offer digital tours, or can an enticing 

location draw web surfers to go beyond digital exploration? While digital tools might increase 

accessibility, this research demonstrates that embodied experience is fundamental to the rhetoric 

of the libraries, and many of these element could never be fully experienced online.  

Another underdeveloped area of inquiry is the featuring of the first ladies, as some 

institutions provide these women with extensive exhibits, while others limit their presence to a 

couple of dresses. Sara Kitsch speaks to this problem in describing the Smithsonian’s first ladies 

exhibit: “The materiality of the space suggests a singular emphasis on the first lady’s role as 

‘National Hostess,’ as the artifacts on display are predominately Inaugural gowns and official 

White House China” (1).  How can these important figures in American history be more 
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meaningfully featured, and how might commemorators use them to boost public memory of a 

president? A more prominent place for first ladies within presidential libraries would not only 

encourage Americans to pay more attention to the work of our first ladies, but also to the role 

itself.  

 The most significant finding demonstrated through this thesis is the need for more focus 

on one-term presidents in public memory research given the remarkable constraints they face. In 

fact, this unique set of public figures could be considered its own rhetorical genre. Furthermore, 

there is no prior existing research in communication studies that focuses on one-term presidents 

and public memory. Every memory place has the task of providing a convincing case that their 

subject(s) are deserving of public memory, but the presidential libraries of one-termers are 

rhetorical laboratories for studying the interplay between space, place, and narrative under the 

harshest of conditions. In many ways, one-term presidents have the odds stacked against them 

when it comes to the prospects of commemoration, encouraging more sophisticated and risky 

forms of rhetorical practice. Also, the United States will almost certainly have more one-term 

presidents in the future, and this research provides a template by which subsequent libraries can 

be understood and critiqued.  

 This analysis warrants some suggestions for audiences and practitioners of presidential 

commemoration. First, rather than shirking presidential failures, it is imperative to recognize that 

featuring them provides a unique opportunity for libraries to address an elephant in the room and 

control the narrative. Even more it importantly, it also allows the library to defend against 

visitors’ pre-determined beliefs and assumptions. The Carter Library’s exhibit on the Iran 

Hostage Crisis is a clear example of an exhibit that attempts to change the narrative of a 

presidential failure. Conversely, the Bush Library misses out on this opportunity by reducing his 
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economic woes to one sentence. Second, though every library is full of intelligent narratives, 

each is fashioned into overarching themes that the libraries hope that visitors consider during and 

after their visit. Presidential commemorators should tread carefully in their planning, because 

these overall themes can resonate strongly with visitors, and a unrefined message can 

compromise the argument. This point leads us to consider what future presidential libraries might 

look like, as practitioners deal with new presidential personalities and societal technologies while 

walking the fine line between pedagogy and propaganda. One could argue that today’s 

presidential libraries fall under the category of “responsible propaganda,” but the libraries of the 

future could attack our democratic institutions without more systemic oversight.  

Communication scholars and scholarship can provide valuable suggestions to those 

constructing and renovating the libraries. These entities would benefit immensely from 

committee members who could provide research similar to this study in order to help the 

institutions construct and update exhibits. Democracy is meant to give everyone a voice, and 

presidential library developers are encouraged to extend voice beyond former staffers and family 

members of the president, to academics and everyday citizens. The presidency is a powerful 

institution, and in turn, the way that we choose to commemorate it is an important extension of 

our country’s democratic values. We need to find ways to involve diverse groups more directly 

in the development of presidential memory places, which might include employing them on 

committees or surveying them for their feedback on the president being commemorated. Our 

democratic values need to extend into our commemorative decisions, because we lose valuable 

stories and opinions when we outsource the invention process to the elite.  

Lastly, it is important to address the fact that the conclusions about each library provided 

by this research will not always be the same. Presidential libraries renovate to keep up with 
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societal change, and even without a construction budget, small shifts are often applied to the 

exhibits and overall design. The strategies used by each of the libraries today could look entirely 

different in five years. To demonstrate this possibility, remember that each of the libraries 

seemed to be addressing President Trump at one time or another, something they obviously 

weren’t concerned with five years ago. These changes mean that continued research will be 

important, but also remind us of the significance of the libraries as living entities.  

At the dedication of his own library, President Franklin Delano Roosevelt said that in 

order to create a presidential library system, our country must “above all, believe in the capacity 

of its people so to learn from the past that they can gain in judgment for the creation of the 

future” (Roosevelt 1). Continuing to research and support presidential libraries is an investment 

in American democracy, and the importance of learning from our history to alter the future. It is 

my hope that by providing presidential libraries with more visibility, especially those of one-time 

presidents, this research compels people to strengthen civic bonds by visiting these memorials to 

humility, peace and redemption.  
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